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ABSTRACT
Determination o f Frictional Losses fo r Fiberglass Ducts describes the design 
of an orifice plate measurement system for the testing and determination of frictional 
losses due to air flow in fiberglass ducts. The basis for the design came from 
ASHRAE standard 120P, “ Methods of Testing to Determine Flow Resistance of 
HVAC Air Ducts and Fittings”. This thesis also details a process of calibration for the 
orifice plate measurement system. Five different fiberglass duct materials were tested 
for fiictional losses and a process was constructed for creating charts to determine 
fiictional losses in various duct sizes and using various flow rate for each material.
The friction loss charts that were created are contained with this thesis.
U1
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION
The objective of this project was to develop a measurement system to test the 
friction loss characteristics of fiberglass duct products and to use the resulting data to 
develop friction loss charts. The charts describe the material friction loss as a function 
of duct diameter and flow rate. In the past, fiiction loss charts were developed for 
sheet metal ducts. With the introduction of fiberglass ducts into the industry, new 
fiiction loss charts had to be created for each material. Schuller International, the 
sponser for this research, supplied the various materials tested. Table 1.1 provides a 
description of the different fiberglass duct materials tested. Figures 1.1 to 1.5 are 
pictures of the duct products that were tested. This thesis provides fiiction loss charts 
for all the materials supplied by Schuller International.
The test procedures and experimental setup specified by ASHRAE Standard 
120P “ Methods of Testing to Determine Flow Resistance of HVAC Air Ducts and 
Fittings” were used for this project. An orifice plate measurement system is specified 
in the ASHRAE Standard 120P because it posses a high flow accuracy when 
calibrated and a good reliability due to the simplicity of the system. A 24 point pitot- 
static tube traverse specified by ASHRAE Standard 41.2-1987, “ Standards Methods
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
for Laboratory Air-Flow Measurement”, was used to calibrate the orifice plates used 
for the tests in this project.
Table 1.1: Table of Test Duct Materials
Product Name Description of Material
Superduct A 4.40 Ib/ft̂  density fiberglass duct board bonded with 
a phenolic binder. The board is faced with FSK facing 
for a vapor barrier and an acrylic coating on the 
airstream surface.
Micro-Aire A 4.25 Ib/ft̂  density fiberglass duct board bonded with 
phenolic binder. Board faced with FSK facing for a 
vapor barrier.
Permacote A 1.5 Ib/ft  ̂fiberglass insulation blanket bonded with 
phenolic binder. Airstream surface coated with acrylic 




A 4.25 Ib/ft  ̂density fiberglass duct board bonded with 
phenolic binder. Airstream surface coated with acrylic 
coating. Processed with multiple kerfs and inserted 
into spiral round galvanized sheet metal ducts.
United McGill K-27 A double walled sheet metal duct. Inside wall is 
perforated metal. Between the walls are lined with 
fiberglass bat.
The pitot tube traverse is more accurate than the orifice plate system. The 
decision to use the pitot tube traverse to calibrate the system came fi'om two main 
sources: The Handbook of Flowmetering, and a paper entitled “Compressible Flow 
Through an Orifice ”; which both recommend the use of the pitot-tube traverse to 
calibrate an orifice plate system. ASHRAE standards 120P and 41.2-1987 describe
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
the test procedures for using these devices and were used to calculate the pressure 
losses in the ducts that were examined. Various software packages were then 
developed and used to establish the friction loss charts for each material with a high 
degree of accuracy.
This thesis is divided into three major sections: the system setup, the system 
calibration, and the development of the friction flow charts. The design of the 
measurement system, which includes the computer software used to analyze the 
pressure readings provided by the system, is described in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 
describes the process o f calibrating the system and provides calibration curves for the 
two orifice plates that were used. Chapter 4 describes the material tests and the 
regression analyses that were conducted on the data. The friction flow charts for each 
material that was tested were developed using the equations developed from the 
regression analysis.
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Figure 1.1; SuperDuct Material ( square )
Figure 1. 2: Micro-Aire Material ( square )
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Figure 1.3: Permacote Material ( square )
Figure 1. 4: Spiracoustic Plus Material ( round )
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M
Figure 1.5: United McGill K-27 Material ( round )
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CHAPTER 2
AIR FLOW MEASUREMENT SYSTEM
To determine the fiictional losses associated with specified duct materials, a 
specialized test system was developed using an orifice plate measurement system. The 
measurement system that was used was the one specified in ASHRAE Standard 120P, 
“ Methods of Testing to Determine Flow Resistance of HVAC Air Ducts and 
Fittings”. Because of the large range of flow volumes and long test section lengths, 
the existing VAST LAB overhead duct system and variable pitch, 60,000 ftVmin Joy 
fans were used. The measurement system had two components: the physical test 
system and the computer analysis system. The physical test system included the ducts, 
test section, pressure taps, and sensors. The data received fi-om the physical test 
system were converted and calculated using the computer system, consisting of the 
data acquisition card inputs, the user inputs, and the software used to monitor the air 
flow, measure the fiiction losses, and carry out the data analyses. Figure 2.1 shows a 
schematic of the test setup.
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25 0:0.
T e s t Section
Figure 2. I; Physical Test System
The Physical Test System
Thirty feet of the existing overhead duct system was removed to accommodate 
the test setup for this project. A single walled, 20 in. diameter round spiral sheet metal 
duct was used for the metering section. The metering section was 40 ft long. Fora 
20 in. diameter duct, this allowed approximately 20 duct diameters before the orifice 
plate and 4 duct diameters after the orifice plate before the test duct section began'. 
The 20 duct diameters ensured a fully developed flow at the orifice plate. The 
transition pieces between the metering and test sections were designed so the total 
included angle of convergence for the transitions was less than 15 degrees^. The 
metering section of the measurement system was placed inside the existing 24 inch by
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
24 inch ductwork. Small stands were constructed to hold the metering duct at 
designated heights. An 18 gauge sheet metal cover was used over the end of 24 inch 
square ducts where the metering section passed through. The plate was bolted into 
place and sealed using silicone caulk and 3M duct tape.
The air flow of the system was measured using two different sized orifice 
plates. Orifice plates were chosen because of the low maintenance they require and 
the ease of obtaining accurate flow measurements with them after th ^  have been 
calibrated. The accuracy of an orifice plate when calibrated is ± 1% .̂ The choice of 
each plate was determined by the flow volume range desired within the system. The 
orifice plate was located 4 duct diameters firom the transition piece which was 
connected to the test section. An 8 in. orifice plate was used to measure flow in small 
ducts ( under 12 in. diameter) with a flow volume range o f200 ftVmin to 3500 ftVmin. 
A 16 in. orifice plate was used to measure flow rates in the range of 1500 ftVmin to 
10,000 ftVmin for the larger duct sizes o f 12 in. to 20 in. diameter ( Figure 2.2). The 
orifice diameters were chosen ftom ratios of the orifice diameter to the duct diameter 
given in the ASHRAE standard 120P of 0.4 and 0.8. The orifice edges were sharp 
without burrs and the centerline of the bore was off by no more than 0.5% of the 
diameter"*.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Figure 2.2: 16 in. Orifice in Duct
The drop in pressure across the orifice was then measured using two 
piezometric rings. The piezometric rings were a series of pressure taps encircling the 
duct before and after the orifice plate ( Figure 2.3). A ring was used to obtain a 
mechanical average of static pressure. Four identical static pressure taps were pop 
riveted into place on either side of the orifice plate. Silicone was used to seal the 
plates into place so no leakage occurred. The actual tap size was 5 times smaller than 
the manifold tube and all the manifold tubes were of equal lengths*. The static 
pressure tap was a hole drilled into a 3 in. by 3 in. plate. A copper tube was brazed 
onto the plate over this hole. The plate was formed to the duct and riveted. The taps 
were connected by 0.25 in. diameter copper tubing and metal T’s to a single tube 
leading out to the pressure sensors. The tap holes were all the same size, 0.050 in. 
diameter, and were free fi'om burrs® ( Figure 2.4).
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Figure 2. 3: Photo of Piezometric Ring.
0.05' hole
F ront
S t o t i c  P r e s s u r e  T ap s
2 0 ' M e te r e d  D u c t
0 2 5 ' C opper Tubing
To P r e s s u r e  S e n so rs
Figure 2. 4: Diagram of Piezometric Ring.
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Metering section joints were covered with silicone caulk and duct tape to 
prevent leakage, then tested for leaks. Testing for leaks was done two different ways. 
The first method entailed running the fan at 75% of its maximum flow and running our 
hands along all the joints and seams. All the leaks were marked and sealed. The 
second method, used in this project, was far more effective in discovering leaks.
During this process, the system joints were covered with soap and water. The fan was 
run at 75% of its maximum flow, and all areas where bubbles formed were marked. 
The marked areas were dried and recaulked. This process continued until no leaks 
were observed.
Test sections for the fiiction loss tests were 38.5 duct diameters in length and 
consisted of both square and round ducts. The round ducts varied in diameter firom 6 
in. to 18 in. The square ducts varied fi'om 8 in. by 8 in. to 20 in. by 20 in. The duct 
test lengths were 25 duct diameters long. To stabilize the flow, 8.5 duct diameters of 
duct were placed before the test section and 5 duct diameters of duct were placed afier 
the test section. This ensured that anomalies outside of the metering section did not 
effect what was happening in the test section itself and ensured a fully developed flow 
at the orifice meter. The test sections were supported in the lab with ceiling hangers 
and were slid into the existing ducts. Once the test sections were assembled, the pitot 
tubes were placed to measure the pressure drops.
The pressure drops within the test section were measured using the static side 
of two pitot tubes. The pitot tubes were located 8.5 duct diameters fi'om the transition 
piece and 5 duct diameters fi'om the end of the test duct. They were placed 25 duct 
diameters apart. A pitot tube was inserted so that it was located in the center of the
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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test duct. The static pressure should have been the same at any point in the plane 
which represented the cross section of the duct. However, if the pitot tube was placed 
too close to any of the walls, some error might occur due to imperfections in the wall 
which create abnormal pressure effects. The pitot tubes were placed as “straight” as 
possible (ie. parallel to the duct axis). To maintain proper accuracy, the pitot tubes 
were no more than 10 degrees out of parallel to the duct axis .̂ Pitot tubes were 
selected based upon the duct diameter. The pitot tubes were then connected to the 
pressure sensors by 0.375 in. PVC tubing.
The pressure sensors used for this system were Dwyer Series 607 pressure 
transmitters. These pressure sensors created a variable current which was due to the 
air pressure in the system, read by the computer ( Figure 2.5). The response time of 
the sensors were 250 milliseconds and had an accuracy of within ± 0.5% of the rated 
pressure range of the transmitter. The current output at zero pressure differential was
Figure 2.5: Dwyer Pressure Sensors
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4 milliamps and at full span was 20 milliamps. Sensors with different pressure ranges 
were used as needed. Sensors were selected by using the desired test air flow velocity 
and the equations in Appendix A, which determined the range of pressure drops the 
system would experience. Included in the sensor array were two 0 to 0.1 inch w.g. ( 
water gauge) sensors, two 0 to 0.5 inch w.g. sensors, one 0 to 5.0 inch w.g. sensor, 
and one 0 to 10.0 inch w.g. sensor. The sensors were factory calibrated and only the 
zero offset and the span were adjusted for the test setup. The sensors were powered 
by a 24 volt DC power supply. The connection between the sensors, power supply 
and data acquisition board were all made using shielded twisted wire to eliminate 
system noise. The specific wiring of the system is shown in the Figure 2.6. Pressure 
sensors were used to measure the total system pressure upstream of the orifice plate, 






Wartonale Oita Aquisition Board
Figure 2.6 : Wiring of Pressure Sensor
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A Workmate data acquisition board was used to read the analog input signals 
from the pressure sensors. The board has 8 input channels which were connected to 
the sensors through a 150 ohm resistor ( Figure 2.6). This converted the change in 
current into a voltage change which the board read. All the resistors were individually 
measured to determine accurate voltages so the computer program could calculate the 
duct air flow velocities and pressures of the system. It was also used to measure the 
pressure drop in the test section.
Computer Program
The data for both the flow metering section and the friction losses of the test 
section were processed using the Workmate data acquisition card and a Windows- 
based computer program designed specifically for the tests. The program was written 
in Visual Basic 3.0, which set up the program as its own Windows application. Visual 
Basic 3.0 was chosen because it is user friendly in a windows environment and 
accepted information from the Workmate board ( Figure 2.7). The program itself was 
comprised of two main sections; the input parameters and the flaw measurements.
The input parameters section allowed the user to set up the system for a variety of 
test conditions. The flow measurement section performed the calculations for the air 
flow rates and pressure losses of the system. Also included in the program was an 
averaging option. Once an approximate flow was reached, the averaging option was 
used to average the system parameters and determine their standard deviations. The 
combination of the flow measurements and averaging allowed the program to relay the
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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measurements with confidence.
The section of the program labeled input parameters allows the user to change 
many aspects of the test. The user obtained the atmospheric pressure ( in. Hg), the 
room temperature ( deg. F), the temperature of the air in the duct ( deg. F), and the 
relative humidity from sensors located in the reverberation room. An orifice diameter 
( in.) was selected so the calculated flow and the measured flow were in the desired 
measurement range. In order for the flow rate in the test section to be determined by 
the program, the test section dimensions ( in inches) were entered. The program 
included an option to change the test section shape between round and square to 
correctly calculate the cross-sectional area of the test duct used in the flow 
calculations. These parameters were then sent to the flow measurement side to 
complete the calculations.
1-1 OW Ml ASllRl Ml NI
•EIbwMww
Metered Section
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Figure 2. 7: Computer Program Window
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The program took readings from three pressure sensors at a time in order to 
measure the flow rates and corresponding fnction losses in the test section. The sensor 
selection was located at the bottom of the input parameters section.
The program read the analog signals sent by the Workmate card from the 
change in current in the pressure sensors, and converted the analog signal to 
corresponding pressure losses. The relationship of the change in voltage and pressure 
for a pressure sensor is linear within the sensors calibrated range and is shown by 
Equation 2.1.
Press. = m * ( Voltage) + b Eq2.1
Equations 2.2 and 2.3 were used to determine the slope, m, and the intercept, 
b, of this relationship;
rangem = 2QmA -  AmA
Clmtasund Eq. 2.2
and
b — - m * ( 4 mA)(f2insasured) gg 2 3
where the range was the operating range ( in. w.g.) of the pressure sensor and m̂easured 
is the resistance measured ( ohms) for each resistor. Values of m and b in Equations
2.1 and 2.2 were specified in the program for each sensor.
The flow measurement section of the program was located on the left half of
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the program window ( Figure 2.2). In this part of the program, all the calculations 
were performed and the results listed. The upper portion of the section read the 
analog signal from the Workmate board and displayed the respective pressure drops.
It also read the atmospheric conditions and physical system parameters from the other 
half of the program to determine the flow rate and velocity within the test section.
The equations for the calculation of both the flow rate and velocity are located in 
Appendix A*.
The sensors read the system pressure approximately every 250 milliseconds. 
Large fluctuations in the reading sometimes occurred due to turbulence in the air 
stream produced by changes in the fan speed. To help determine if the desired flow 
rate and correct friction loss were obtained, a subroutine was added to the program 
which averaged the data. Once the averaging “start” button was pressed, the 
following 10 readings were processed by the program and the mean values along with 
the standard deviations were displayed for the pressure drop in the test section, the 
flow rate in the test section, and the flow velocity.
To determine the number of readings necessary for the computer to process an 
accurate result, a test was performed at three different flow rates. This showed how 
close the averaged reading could be to the desired reading of the flow rate. At each 
flow rate, the subroutine made fifteen average calculations consisting of ten 
measurements each. Each reading was compared to the overall readings and the 
percentage error was determined. All the tests performed at the three different flow 
rates resulted in an error below 3% for ten readings. A table of these values are listed 
in Appendix B of this thesis.
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Once the program was completed and fine-tuned, a number of tests were 
conducted to determine if the results obtained from the program were similar to the 
theoretical values. This process resulted in the need to calibrate the orifice plate 
measurement system. The process of calibration for the system is the topic o f the 
following chapter. A copy of the working program is provided in Appendix C.
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Endnotes
' Per AHRAE 51-75 “ Laboratory Methods of Testing Fans for Rating”
 ̂Per ABS-152-83 “ Pressure Drop test Method”, p 2.
 ̂“ Handbook of Flow Metering”, pl22.
Per ASHRAE 120 P “ Methods of Testing to Determine Flow Resistance of HVAC 
Air Ducts and Fittings”, p 15.
* Per ASHRAE 120P, p 5.
® Per ASHJRAE 120P, p
’ “Handbook of Flow Metering”, pi 59.
* Equations derived from ASHRAE 120P and ABS-152-83.
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CHAPTERS 
SYSTEM CALIBRATION
After the orifice plate flow metering system had been setup, the system was 
calibrated. Using information given in The Handbook of Flowmetering^ a static-pitot 
tube traverse was chosen as the calibration device for the system. The pitot tube 
traverse was chosen because the pressure differential could be compared directly to 
the flow rate in the duct. In an orifice plate metering system a discharge coefficient 
must be established through an iterative process. The discharge coefficient is the 
relation of the actual rate o f flow to the theoretical rate of flow for the orifice plate^. 
The discharge coefficient is determined using an empirical formula. Thus, a measuring 
system with an orifice plate should be calibrated. To calibrate the orifice measurement 
system, the calibration instrument accuracy should be considerably better than the 
orifice plate .̂ The accuracy of both types of measurement systems were checked 
using the literature. The uncalibrated orifice plate typically has an accuracy within ± 
3%“*. The pitot-static tube traverse, however, typically has an accuracy within 
approximately ± 0.3%, as long as the tip of the pitot tube is parallel with the flow axis 
to within ±10 degrees*. Also, a literature search indicated a static-pitot tube is 
typically used as part of the calibration process of an orifice plate^.
21
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The setup for the calibration of the orifice plate measurement system was the 
same as the test system described in the previous chapter. However, in place of the 
test section was a single walled round sheet metal duct which was 20 duct diameters in 
length. There were 9 duct diameters before the pitot tube traverse and 11 duct 
diameters after the pitot tube to allow the flow to stabilize itself in the duct after the 
transition section and to not be affected by end conditions of the duct. A calibration 
test was performed for the 8 in. diameter and the 16 in. diameter orifice plates. 6 in., 8 
in., 14 in., and 20 in. duct diameters were used to adequately cover the flow ranges 
associated with each orifice plate. Three holes were drilled into each duct at 9 duct 
diameters from the transition piece. Each hole was drilled 60 degrees relative to the 
other holes. Rubber grommets were used to seal the pitot tube when it was placed in 
each hole. The other two holes were covered with duct tape. The pitot tube and the 
outputs from the piezometric rings on both sides of the orifice plate being calibrated 
were connected to approriate pressure transmitters.
For the calibration test, an air flow rate was selected and monitored using the 
orifice plate measurement system ( Figure 2.7). The pitot tube was placed in one of 
the three holes and the velocity pressures were read at eight points across the duct 
diameter ( Figure 3.1). This process was repeated for the three holes. These 
measurements were made in accordance with ASHRAE Standard 41.2-1987, “
Standard Methods for Laboratory Air-Flow Measurement” .̂ The 24 velocity 
pressures measured by the pitot tube were averaged together to obtain the average 
velocity pressure obtained by the pitot tube. This velocity pressure was then placed






Figure 3. 1; Pitot Tube Traverse from ASHRAE Standard 41.2-1987
into a form of the Bernoulli equation ( Equation 3 .1) to determine the flow velocity 
and flow rate in the duct according to the pitot tube traverse.
V = 6 0 -
2 * g * p ,
Eq. 3.1
P is the velocity pressure read from the pitot tube ( in. w.g ). p,„. is the density of air 
at the test conditions ( Ibn/m. )̂. pwiter is the density of water ( Ibm/in.̂ ) at the same 
atmospheric conditions, and g is the acceleration of gravity ( in./sec.^), pair was 
calculated based on measured atmospheric conditions ( refer to Appendix A). Table
3.1 shows the relation of the flow velocities obtained from the pitot tube traverse and
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the corresponding flow velocities obtained from the orifice plate measurements. The 
values from the table were used to obtain the calibration equations for the two orifice 
plates. The raw data of the pitot tube traverse are in Appendix D.








6 Pitnt Tiihft M6 235 319 488
Orifice 196 294 392 588
8 Pitnt Tiihe 2QS 470 609 922
Orifice 352 528 704 1057
16
8 Pitnt Tiihe 400 616 791 1204
Orifice 352 528 704 1057
14 Pitnt Tiihe 876 1277 2.343 3477
Orifice 700 1055 2000 3000
20 Pitnt Tube 2389 3550 7145 9254
__ Qnfics__ .  JiOQO. . 3000 J5100,- . 8000
A regression analysis was used to obtain equations that related the air flow 
volumes measured using the pitot tube traverse and each orifice plate. The pitot tube 
measurements were assumed to be more accurate than the orifice plate measurements. 
Thus, they were used as the reference. The regression was performed using the 
computer program “ Table Curve”*. The data of the orifice versus the pitot tube was 
processed with over 3000 diflferent equations which were ranked according to their 
coefficient of determination. The coefficient of determination revealed how well each 
regression equation fit the data. The equation chosen for each calibration curve was 
that of a straight line. The two equations and their respective coefficients of
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determination are listed in Table 3.2. Figures 3.2 and 3.3 are the calibration curves for 
the 8 inch orifice plate and the 16 inch orifice plate. In Table 3.2, Pcfa is the flow rate 
( ftVmin) for the pitot tube traverse and Ocfe is the flow rate ( ftVmin) for the orifice 
plate. The calibration equations were incorporated in the computer software used to 
calculate the calibrated air flow rates when using the orifice plates.
Table 3.2: Calibration Equations
Orifice 
dia - in.
Equation C. 0 . D. Std. Dev. 
cfin
8 Pcfin = -21.664 + 0.894 ( Ô m ) 0.999791 11
16 Pcfin = 21.407+1.160 (Ocfin) 0.999917 22
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Figure 3 .2 :8 "  Orifice Calibration Curve
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Figure 3.3 ; 16" Orifice Plate Calibration Curve
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Endnotes
* Handbook for Flowmetering, p i22 
 ̂ Fluid Meters, 6*** ed., p53.
 ̂Handbook of Flowmetering, p9.
* Handbook of Flowmetering, pi 22.
* Handbook of Flowmetering, pi 59.
® “ Compressible Flow Through an Orifice”, Fluid Flow Engineering Journals, 1993 Ed 
#4, p660.
’ ASHRAE standard 41.2-1987, p8.
* Software information on Table Curve.
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CHAPTER 4
FRICTION LOSS CHARTS
Four fiberglass duct products manufactured by Schuller International were 
tested. They were SuperDuct, Micro-Aire, Permacote, and Spiracoustic. United 
McGill K-27 duct product was also tested.. Each product was tested in accordance to 
the procedures outlined in Chapter 2.
Testing the Duct Materials
The fan speed was set to the desired duct air flow velocities and the necessary 
readings were made at each velocity using the averaging option in the data acquisition 
system discussed in Chapter 2. The measurements read at each velocity included; the 
air temperature in the duct, the atmospheric pressure and relative humidity, the total 
static pressure upstream of the orifice plate, the static pressure drop across the orifice 
plate, and the air flow fiiction pressure drop in the test duct. The table in Appendix F 
which list the measured pressure drops in the test sections for each of the duct 
materials that were tested. The fiiction pressure drops were read and normalized per 
100 foot length for the development of the fiiction loss charts.
29
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Regression of the Data
Once the air flow fiiction pressure drops had been normalized over a 100 foot 
duct length, regression analyses were performed to obtain equations which defined the 
fiiction loss each o f the materials. The data for each material were first arranged by air 
flow velocities. Using “Table Curve”, regression analyses were performed for each 
duct material that was tested to obtain equations for the pressure losses versus the 
equivalent duct diameter for each air flow velocity that was used in a series of tests. 
This made it possible to predict results for large equivalent duct diameters ( up to 72 
in.) when only a small range of equivalent duct diameters had been tested ( 8 - 2 0  in. 
for square ducts and 6 - 18 in. for round ducts). The equation to obtain the equivalent 
diameter for square ducts is shown in Equation 4.1 found in the Handbook of Air 
Conditioning. Heating, and Ventilating 3"* edition.
where h is the duct height (in.) and w is the duct width (in.).
The duct sections tested were 8 in by 8in by 16.67 ft, 12 in. by 12 in. by 25 ft, 
16 in. by 16 in. by 33.3 ft, and 20 in. by 20 in. by 41.67 ft for the SuperDuct. To show 
how this was done, the data obtained for the SuperDuct material was extrapolated to 
yield data for 36 in. by 36 in. duct, 48 in. by 48 in. duct, 60 in. by 60 in. duct and 72 
in. by 72 in. duct. Equation 4.2 shows the equation used in the extrapolation of the 
data for SuperDuct.




A + B X  Deq15 Eq. 4.2
where A and B are the regression coefiBcients and Deq is the equivalent 
diameter of the duct (in.). Table 4.1 shows the coeflBcients for Equation 4.2 and 
displays the coefiBcient of determination of the regression on the SuperDuct data. 
Table 4.1 also shows the test velocity range.
Table 4. 1: CoefiBcients for SuperDuct Extrapolation Equation
Coefficients of Equation 4.2 at Specified Velocities
Velocity (fpm) A B C. 0 . D.
500 7.047 0.0134 0.965
1000 2.500 0.0040 0.991
1500 1.231 0.0018 0.997
2000 0.658 0.0010 0.985
2500 0.405 0.0007 0.993
3000 0.261 0.0005 0.994
4000 0.181 0.0002 0.999
The measured and calculated pressure losses were plotted against the 
equivalent duct diameters for the specified air flow velocities. The plot showing how 
well the extrapolation equations fit the test data for SuperDuct material is presented in 
Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4. 1: Super Duct Plot of Data Extrapolation.
To generate the friction loss charts, the data for the pressure drop in the test 
sections were plotted as a function of air flow velocity. The measured data were 
plotted for duct sizes with equivalent duct diameters of 8.8 in., 13.2 in., 17.6 in., and
22.0 in. Data calculated using Equation 4.2 and Table 4.1 were plotted for equivalent 
duct diameters of 39.6 in., 52.8 in., 66.0 in., and 79.3 in. The plotted data are shown 
in Figure 4.2. The solid data points in Figure 4.2 represent the measured data. The 
unfilled data points are the extrapolated data.
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Sup«r Ouct MMrial
Figure 4. 2 ; Super Duct Fit of Regression Equations
The equation that fits the plotted data is;
P = b X Eq. 4.3
where P is the air flow friction pressure drop in the duct per 100 ft of duct ( in. w.g.), 
V is the air flow velocity in the duct ( ft/sec), and b is the regression coefiBcent that 
was obtained using “Table Curve” for each duct size. Figure 4.3 shows a plot of b as 
a function of equivalent duct diameter, D«,.
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SuperDuct Rt for b Coeffident
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EquivaMnt Ouct OlOTMtflr ( m. )
Figure 4. 3: Regression of SuperDuct b Coefficient
“ Table Curve” was used to obtain the regression equation relating b and Deq. 
The regression equation is;
b =
2.94x10® + 3.71xlO"ln(Deq) - 1.97 x 10® (ln(De,))" Eq. 4.4
where the unit o f Deq is inches. The coefficient of determination ( C.O.D.) for 
Equation 4.4 is 0.998.
The equation which gives the pressure drop in the test section as a function of 
equivalent duct diameter, Deq, and air flow veloctiy, V, was obtained by substituting 
Equation 4.4 into Equation 4.3.
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^  ^  ̂ 2.94x10® + 3.71xl0Mn(D«q) - 1.97 x 10"(ln(Deq))"  ̂ ^ Eq. 4.5
AP is the pressure drop per 100 ft ( in. w.g.); Deq is the equivalent duct diameter (in.); 
and V is the air flow velocity ( ft/sec) in the duct. The solid curves in Figure 4.2 show 
plots of P versus V for the indicated duct sizes obtained from Equation 4.5.
Table 4.2 shows a comparison of the values of b obtained from the regression 
analyses of the measured and extrapolated values of P as a function of V shown in 
Figure 4.2 and the values of b obtained from Equation 4.4. Table 4.3 shows the 
coefficients of determination associated with a comparison of the measured and 
extrapolated values of P versus V and the corresponding values of P versus V 
obtained from Equation 4.5.
Table 4. 2: b Coefficients for SuperDuct Material








as fen o f Dia
% Diff.
8 x 8 8.8 2.86x10-’ 2.86x10-’ 0.0
12x12 13.2 1.93x10-’ 1.89x10*’ 2.07
16x 16 17.6 1.17x10’ 1.29x10’ 10.25
20x20 22.0 9.24x10-* 8.80x10-* 4.76
36x36 39.6 2.81x10-* 2.53x10-* 9.96
48x48 52.8 1.42x10-* 1.58x10-* 11.27
60 X 60 66.0 8.34x10-® 8.82x10® 5.83
72x72 79.3 5.31x10'® 4.74x10® 10.73
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Table 4. 3: Regression Analysis Fit for SuperDuct Material
Fits for SuperDuct Material Regression Equation
Duct Size (in. x in.) C.O.D.
8 x 8 0.995
12x12 0.999







\Ccro-Aire was tested using 8 in. x 8 in., 12 in. x 12 in., 16 in. x 16 in., and 20 
in. X 20 in. ducts for the flow velocities shown in Table 4.4. The data were 
extrapolated to develop data for 28 in. x 28 in., a 48 in. x 48 in., a 60 in. x 60 in., and 
72 in. X 72 in. ducts. The regression equations for the extrapolation are given by 
Equation 4.6 and Table 4.4.
P  =
1
A  +  B X  Deq X  In(Deq) Eq 4.6
where A and B are the regression coefficients and D«, is the equivalent diameter of the 
duct (in.) given by Equation 4.1. Figure 4.4 shows plots of the extrapolation 
equations obtained from Equation 4.6, Table 4.4 and the measured data.
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Table 4.4: CoefiBcients for Micro-Aire Extrapolation Equation
Coefficients of Equation 4.6 at Specified Velocities
Velocity (fpm) A B C. 0 . D.
500 -1.7635 0.3979 0.939
1000 -1.2346 0.1599 0.991
1500 -0.7735 0.0866 0.996
2000 -0.3089 0.0420 0.995
2500 -0.1610 0.0257 0.997
3000 -0.0866 0.0175 0.996
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Figure 4.4: Micro-Aire Material Plot of Extrapolation
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To generate the fiction loss charts, the data for pressure drop in the test 
section were plotted as a function of air flow velocity. The measured data were 
plotted for duct sizes with equivalent duct diameters of 8.8 in., 13.2 in., 17.6 in., and
22.0 in. Data calculated using Equation 4.6 and Table 4.4 were plotted for equivalent 
duct diameters of 39.6 in., 52.8 in., 66.0 in., and 79.3 in. The plotted data are shown 
in Figure 4.6. The solid data points in Figure 4.6 are the measured data and the 
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Figure 4.5: Micro-Aire Material Fit ofRegression Analysis
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The b coefficient of Equation 4.3 was obtained using “ Table Curve” for each 
duct size. A plot of b as a function of equivalent duct diameter, Deq, is shown in 
Figure G.2 of Appendix G. “ Table Curve” was used to obtain the regression equation 
relating b and Deq. The regression equation is;
(  -19.15 *
b = e ^  Eq. 4.7
where Deq is the equivalent diameter of the duct. The coefficient of determination of 
Equation 4.7 is 0.9967.
The equation which gives the pressure drop in the test section as a 
function of equivalent diameter, Deq, and air flow velocity, V, was obtained by 
substituting Equation 4.7 into Equation 4.3.
(  -19 .15 4.
A P = (e ^  ) X V
Eq. 4.8
AP is the pressure drop per 100 ft ( in. w.g.); Deq is the equivalent duct diameter (in.); 
and V is the air flow velocity ( ft/sec) in the duct. The solid curves in Figure 4.5 show 
plots o f?  versus V for the indicated duct sizes obtained from Equation 4.8.
Table 4.5 shows a comparison of the values of b obtained from the regression 
analyses of the measured and extrapolated values of P as a function of V shown in 
Figure G.2 of Appendix G and the values of b obtained from Equation 4.7. Table 4.6
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shows the coefficients of determination ( C.O.D.) associated with a comparison of the 
measured and extrapolated values of P versus V and the corresponding values of P 
versus V obtained from Equation 4.8.
Table 4.5: b Coefficients for Micro-Aire Material








as fen of Dia
% Diff.
8  x8 8 . 8 5.02x10" 4.82x10*’ 3.98
1 2 x 1 2 13.2 2.09x10" 2.07x10*" 0.96
16x16 17.6 1 .2 2 x 1 0 " 1.38x10*" 13.11
2 0 x 2 0 2 2 . 0 1 . 1 1 x 1 0 *" 1.04x10*" 6.31
28x28 39.6 5.52x10** 5.66x10** 2.54
48x48 52.8 2 .6 6 x1 0 ** 2.94x10** 10.53
60 X 60 6 6 . 0 2 .0 0 x 1 0 ** 2.46x10** 23.0
72x72 79.3 1.59x10** 1.94x10** 2 2 . 0
Table 4.6: Regression Analysis Fit for Micro-Aire Material
Fits for Micro-Aire Material Regression Equation
Duct Size (in. x in.) CoeCf. of Det.




28 X 28 0.991
48x48 0.989
60x60 0.988
72 X 72 0.988
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Pennacote Material
Permacote material was the final square duct material tested for this project. 
The duct sizes tested were 8  in. x 8  in., 12 in x 12 in., 16 in x 16 in., and 20 in. x 20 in. 
The data were extrapolated to develop data for 28 in. x 28 in., 48 in. x 48 in., 60 in. x 
60 in., and 72 in. x 72 in. ducts. The regression equations for the extrapolation of the 
Permacote data are given by Equation 4.9 and Table 4.7.
P = 1
A +  B X  Deq Eq. 4.9
where A  and B  are the regression coefficients and D«q is the equivalent diameter of the 
duct (in.) given by Equation 4.1. Figure 4.6 shows plots of the extrapolation 
equations defined by Equation 4.9 and the measured data.
Table 4.7; Coefficients for Permacote Extrapolation Equation
Coefficients of Equation 4.9 at Specified Velocities
Velocity (^m) A B C. 0 . D.
500 -3.750 2.205 0.999
1000 -1.073 0.718 0.992
1500 ■0.221 0.325 0.998
2000 -0.452 0.224 0.973
2500 -0.218 0.133 0.990
3000 -0.051 0.087 0.991
4000 -0.210 0.064 0.999
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Figure 4.6: Permacote Material Plot of Extrapolation
To generate the friction loss charts, the data for pressure drop in the test 
section were plotted as a function of air flow velocity. The measured data were 
plotted for duct sizes with equivalent duct diameters of 8 . 8  in., 13.2 in., 17.6 in., and 
22.0 in. Data calculated using Equation 4.9 and Table 4.7 were plotted for equivalent 
duct diameters of 30.8 in., 52.8 in., 66.0 in., and 79.3 in. The plotted data are shown 
in Figure 4.7. The solid data points in Figure 4.7 are the measured data and the 
unfilled points are the extrapolated data.
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Figure 4.7: Permacote Material Fit ofRegression Analysis
The b coefficient of Equation 4.3 was obtained using “ Table Curve” for each 
duct size. A plot of b as a function of equivalent duct diameter, Deq, is shown in 
Figure G.3 of Appendix G. “ Table Curve” was used to obtain the regression equation 
relating b and Deq. The regression equation is:
Eq. 4.10
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where Deq is the equivalent diameter of the duct ( in.). The coefficient of 
determination ( C.O.D.) of Equation 4.10 is 0.999.
The equation which gives the pressure drop in the test section as a 
function of equivalent diameter, Deq, and air flow velocity, V, was obtained by 
substituting Equation 4.10 into Equation 4.3.
AP =
Eq. 4.11
AP is the pressure drop per 100 ft ( in. w.g.); Deq is the equivalent duct diameter (in.); 
and V is the air flow velocity ( ft/sec) in the duct. The solid curves in Figure 4.7 show 
plots of P versus V for the indicated duct sizes obtained from Equation 4.11.
Table 4.8 shows a comparison of the values of b obtained from the regression 
analyses of the measured and extrapolated values of P as a function o f V shown in 
Figure G.3 of Appendix G and the values of b obtained from Equation 4.10. Table 4.9 
shows the coefficients of determination ( C.O.D.) associated with a comparison of the 
measured and extrapolated values of P versus V and the corresponding values of P 
versus V obtained from Equation 4.11 .
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Table 4.8: b Coefficients for Permacote Material
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as fen of Dia
% Diff.
8 x 8 8 . 8 1.50x10 " 1.50x10'^ 0 . 0
1 2 x 1 2 13.2 9.46x10'* 9.57x10* 1.16
16 X 16 17.6 6.89x10-* 6.96x10-* 1 . 0 2
2 0 x 2 0 2 2 . 0 5.72x10-* 4.45x10-* 2 2 . 2 0
28x28 39.6 3.62x10-* 3.24x10-* 10.50
48x48 52.8 2.03x10-* 2 .0 2 x 1 0 -* 0.49
60 X 60 6 6 . 0 1.60x10-* 1.62x10-* 1.25
72x72 79.3 1.33x10-* 1.33x10-* 0 . 0
Table 4.9: Fit ofRegression Analysis for Permacote Material
Fits for Pennacote Material Regression Equation
Duct Size (in. x in.) C.O.D.
8 x8 0.980
12x12 0.998






Spiracoustic and Spiracoustic Plus Material
Spiracoustic material was the first round duct material tested. The diameter 
ducts tested were 6  in., 12 in., and 18 in. Data for 38 in. and 48 in. diameter ducts 
were supplied by Schuller International. The data were extrapolated to develop data
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for 60 in. and 72 in. diameter ducts. The regression equations used for the 
extrapolation of the data is given by Equation 4.12.
P = A + B e-D/C Eq. 4.12
where A, B, and C are regression coefficients given in Table 4.10 and D is the duct 
diameter (in.). Figure 4.8 shows plots of the Equation 4.12 and the measured data.
Table 4.10; Coefficients for Spiracoustic Extrapolation Equation
Coefficients of Equation 4.12 at Specified Velocities
Velocity (fpm) A B C C. 0 . D.
500 -0.0078 0.1618 15.0441 0.980
1000 0.0118 0.5626 11.2178 0.985
1500 0.0210 0.9866 12.0146 0.999
2000 0.0340 1.6449 12.6896 0.976
2500 0.0668 2.2674 13.2758 0.998
3000 0.1479 3.4674 11.9882 0.999
4000 0.2532 5.1512 14.5965 0.998











Figure 4.8; Spiracoustic and Spiracoustic Plus Material 
Plot of Extrapolation
To generate the fiiction loss charts, the data for pressure drop in the test section were 
plotted as a function of air flow velocity. Data calculated using Equation 4.12 and 
Table 4 . 1 0  were plotted for duct diameters of 60 in. and 72 in. The plotted data is 
shown in Figure 4.9. The solid data point represent the measured data and the unfilled 
points represent the extrapolated data.
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Figure 4.9; Spiracoustic and Spiracoustic Plus Material 
Fit ofRegression Analysis
The equation that fits the plotted data is Equation 4.13. The b coefficient of 
Equation 4.3 was obtained using “ Table Curve” for each duct size. A plot of b as a 
function of duct diameter, D, is shown in Figure G.4 o f Appendix G. “ Table Curve” 
was used to obtain the regression equation relating b and D. The regression equation 
is:
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b = 524x10’'' -  2.02x10’  ̂ln(D) + I.80xl0'*(ln(D)) 
+3.77xlO'‘°(lii(D))
where D is the diameter of the duct ( in.). The coefficient of determination ( C.O.D.) 
of Equation 4.13 is 0.9975. The equation which gives the pressure drop in the test 
section as a function of diameter, D, and air flow velocity, V, was obtained by 
substituting Equation 4.13 into Equation 4.3.
AP = (524x10’'' -  2.02x1’'' ln(D) + 1.80x10’* (ln(D))"
. Eq. 4.14
+3.77xlO’“'(ln(D)) )xV"
AP is the pressure drop per 100 ft ( in. w.g.); D is theduct diameter (in.); and V is the 
air flow velocity ( ft/sec) in the duct. The solid curves in Figure 4.9 show plots of P 
versus V for the indicated duct sizes obtained from Equation 4.14.
Table 4.11 shows a comparison of the values of b obtained from the regression 
analyses of the measured and extrapolated values of P as a function of V shown in 
Figure G.4 of Appendix G and the values of b obtained from Equation 4.13. Table 
4.12 shows the coefficients of determination ( C.O.D.) associated with a comparison 
of the measured and extrapolated values of P versus V and the corresponding values 
of P versus V obtained from Equation 4.14.
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Table 4.11 : b Coefficients for Spiracoustic Material
Fit of the Regression Eauation
Duct Size b coeff. b coeff % Diff.
in. org. regression as fen of Dia
6 2 .2 0 x 1 0 ’̂ 2 .2 1 x 1 0 ’’ 0.45
1 2 1.71x10'^ 1.47x10’’ 15.20
18 1 .0 2 x 1 0 ’’ 1.09x10’’ 6 . 8 6
38 3.70x10’* 6.53x10** 76.49
48 3.44x10’* 3.17x10** 7.85
60 2.14x10** 2.51x10** 17.29
72 1 .8 6 x 1 0 ’* 1.67x10** 1 0 . 2 2
Table 4.12: Fit ofRegression Analysis for Spiracoustic Material
Fits for Spiracoustic Material Regression Equation
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United McGill K-27 Material
United McGill K-27 was the last material tested in this project. The same duct 
sizes tested were 6  in., 12 in., and 18 in. diameter. The data were then extrapolated so 
that data could be created for 38 in., 48 in., 60 in., and 72 in. diameter ducts. The 
regression equation used to define the extrapolation at each flow velocity is shown in 
Equation 4.15 and Table 4.13.
P =
A + B X Dij Eq.
4.15
where A and B are the regression coefficients shown in Table 4.13 and D is the duct 
diameter (in.). Figure 4.10 shows plots o f the equations obtained fi-om Equation 4.15 
and Table 4.13 and the measured data.
Table 4.13: Coefficients for United McGill K-27 Extrapolation Equation
CoelKcients of Equation 4.15 at Specified Velocities
Velocity (fpm) A B C. O. D.
500 2.466 0.355 0.996
1000 0.987 0.095 0.996
1500 0.580 0.049 0.992
2000 0.260 0.033 0.999
2500 0.250 0.019 0.996
3000 0.132 0.015 0.999
4000 0.107 0.008 0.999
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Figure 4.10; United McGill K-27 Material Plot of Extrapolation
To generate the friction loss charts, the data from the pressure drops in the 
duct test section were plotted as a function of the air flow velocity. The measured 
data was plotted for duct diameters of 6  in. 12 in. and 18 in. Data calculated using 
Equation 4.15 and Table 4.13 were plotted for duct diameters of 36 in., 48 in., 60 in., 
and 72 in. The plotted data are shown in Figure 4.11.
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Figure 4.11: United McGill K-27 Fit ofRegression Analysis
The b coefiBcient of Equation 4.3 was obtained using “ Table Curve” for each 
duct size. A plot of b as a function of duct diameter, D, is shown in Figure G.5 in 
Appendix G. “ Table Curve” was used to obtain the regression equation relating b 
and D. The regression equation is:
b = (-5.07x10*' +
.5 _  0 . 0014^2
Vd Eq. 4.16
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where D is the duct diameter (in.). The coefficient of determination for Equation 4.11 
is 0.996. The equation which gives the pressure drop in the test section as a function 
of duct diameter, D, and air flow velocity, V, was obtained by substituting Equation 
4.16 into Equation 4.3.
AP = (-5.07x10' + X
Eq. 4.17
AP is the pressure drop per 100 ft ( in. w.g.); D is the diameter of the duct ( in.); and 
V is the air flow velocity ( ft/sec) in the duct. The solid curves in Figure 4.11 show 
plots o f?  versus V for the indicated duct sizes obtained from Equation 4.17.
Table 4.14 shows a comparison of the values of b obtained from the regression 
analyses of the measured and extrapolated values of P as a function of V shown in 
Figure G.5 in Appendix G and the values of b obtained from Equation 4.16. Table
4.15 shows the coefficient of determination associated with a comparison of the 
measured and extrapolated values of P versus V and the corresponding values of P 
versus V obtained from Equation 4.14.
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Table 4.14: b Coefficients for United McGill K-27 Material






as fen of Dia
% Diff.
6 2.71x10'^ 2.70x10*^ 0.37
1 2 1.18x1 O'"' 1.24x10-7 5.08
18 8.40x10"* 8.92x10"* 6.19
38 3.10x10"* 3.85x10"* 24.19
48 2 .2 2 x 1 0 "* 2.28x10"* 2.70
60 1.61x10"* 1 .6 8 x 1 0 "* 4.34
72 1.23x10"* 1.29x10"* 4.88
Table 4.15: Fit ofRegression Analysis for United McGill K-27
Fits for United McGill K-27 Material Regression









Friction loss charts were four-axis charts used to define pressure losses in the 
duct for each material that was tested in this project. The main axis of the charts was 
the pressure loss ( in. w.g. per 1 0 0  ft) and the flow rate (cfin) moving through the
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duct. The charts contain curve fitted lines for specified duct diameters (in.) or 
equivalent duct diameter ( in.) and for specified flow velocities (fi/min). Using the 
regression anaiyis equations for each material, the pressure drop lines for each 
diameter were applied. This was done by taking the regression equation for each 
material and holding the diameter or equivalent diameter constant and varying the 
velocity. To determine the velocity lines, pressure losses were calculated for a 
predetermined velocity range in the duct. This was done in a similar fashion as the 
pressure drop lines; the velocity was held constant in the regression equation for each 
material and the diameter was varied. The results of the calculations for each duct 
material are shown in Appendix H. Figures 4.12-4.16 are the fiiction loss charts for 
each of the duct materials tested in this project. Below are the regression equations 
for each material.
SuperDuct:
 ̂ 2.94x10® + 3.71xl0'ln(D«,) - 1 .97x lo \ln (D « ,)) '^  ^ ^  Eq 4 4
Micro-Aire:
( -19 .15 +
Permacote:
A P = (e ^  ) X
Eq. 4.8
Eq. 4.11
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Spiracoustic:




.5 ^ 0.0014^2 , , 2A P  =  (-5.07x10" + - - ^ . y  X V
•vD Eq. 4.17
where AP is the pressure drop per 100 ft. of duct ( in. w.g.), D is the diameter or 
equivalent diameter ( in.) and V is the velocity (ft/min).
To show the final charts were correct, the measured and extrapolated data 
were plotted onto the final charts. Most of the data lie directly on the lines. However, 
because the lines were based on regression equations, some of the data deviates fi-om 
the lines. The plots containing the data are shown in Figures 4.17 - 4.21. On the plots 
containing the data, the solid points represent the measured data points fiom the tests 
and the unfilled points represent the extrapolated data points obtained fiom the 
regression analyses.














Pressure Drop ( in. w.g. per 100 ft.)
Figure 4.12: Final Plot for Super Duct Material
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Pressure Drop ( in. w.g. per 100 ft.)
Figure 4.13: Final Plot for Micro-Aire Material
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Pressure Drop ( in. w.g. per 100 ft.)
Figure 4.14: Final Plot for Permacote Material
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Air Friction Chart for
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10
Figure 4.15: Final Plot for Spiracoustic and Spiracoustic Plus Material
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Air Friction Chart for
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Figure 4.16; Final Plot for United McGill K-27 Material
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Figure 4.17: Final Plot with Data for SuperDuct Material
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Pressure Drop ( in. w.g. per 100 ft)
Figure 4.18: Final Plot with Data for Micro-Aire Material
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Pressure Drop ( in. w.g. per 100 ft.)
Figure 4.19: Final Plot with Data for Permacote Material
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Air Friction Chart for
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Pressure Drop ( in. w.g. per 100 ft)
Figure 4.20: Final Plot with Data for Spiracoustic and Spiracoustic Plus Material
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Air Friction Chart for 











Pressure Drop ( in. w.g. per 100 ft)
Figure 4.21 : Final plot with Data for United McGill K-27 Material
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CHAPTERS 
CONCLUSION
The purpose of this project was to develop friction loss charts for SuperDuct, 
Nficro-Aire, Permacote, Spiracoustic, Spiracoustics Plus and Untied McGill K-27 
fiberglass duct materials. The following objectives were met in completion of this 
project.
• An orifice plate flow measurement system was designed and built to test 
the fiberglass ducts.
• Computer software which takes the air flow velocity and fiictional pressure 
drop measurements was created for the fiiction loss tests.
•  It was determined through the testing that a calibration of the orifice plate 
measurement system was necessary before data could be taken.
•  A static-pitot tube traverse system was constructed for the calibration of 
the measurement system. Calibration equations were then developed for 
the orifice plate measurement system.
• The various materials were tested to determine the fiictional pressure 
losses associated with them at various air flow velocities.
68
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• A regression analysis was performed on each material in order to 
extrapolate data for duct sizes larger than were tested.
• Regression analyses were performed to develop an equation for each 
material which was a function of the duct diameter or equivalent diameter 
and the air flow velocity to obtain the friction pressure losses.
• Friction loss charts for each material were created and charts containing the 
measured and extrapolated data were created to verify the validity of each 
chart.
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APPENDIX A
Orifice Flow Rate Calculations 
for Visual Basic Program
This Appendix defines all the equations used to calculate the flow rate through 
an air duct system while utilizing an orifice plate measuring system. All the equations 
within this appendix are based on information in ASHRAE standard 120P, A Methods 
of testing to Determine Flow Resistance of HVAC Air Ducts and Fittings”.
Barometric Pressure
The Barometric pressure read fi'om a mercury barometer located in the lab 
must be corrected for temperature, gravity, and altitude. The following “correction” 
equations were based on factual information found in an instruction booklet for the 
Princo Fortin type mercurial barometer used in the VAST Lab. The notation fi-om the 
booklet was changed for simplicity.
P«m =  G * C g * P b -  +  P«
70
Eq. A.1
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The correction factor due to temperature, Q. is:
_ _ l+ 0 .0000102*((T  + 459.7)-521.7)
C t  —
1+0.000101 ♦(( T +459.7)-491.7) gq. A.2
where T is the temperature read in degrees Fahrenheit. The correction for gravity C, is:
= 2 5 É 1 É  * ( 1  _ 0.0026373 * cos(2 * g) + 0.0000059 * cos((2 )
980.665 ^ Eq. A.3
where 2 is the latitude in degrees north or south of the equator. The latitude of Las 
Vegas is approximately 36.2 ‘’North, g is the constant for gravity ( 32.2 ft./sec^). The 
correction of sea level differential pressure for standard conditions P«i is:
P«. = P * (1 - (1 - (0.3048 * h ♦ 9 — )
288.16"" Eq. A 4
where h is the height above sea level in feet and P is the standard pressure at sea level ( P 
= 29.921 in. Hg).
Room Air Density
Both the ASHRAE Standard requires wet and dry bulb temperature measurements 
for a room density calculation. The wet bulb temperature is difficult to obtain for the
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system and cannot be directly measured with this systems instrumentation. To determine 
the room air density, the dry bulb temperature, T ( deg. F), and the relative humidity 
(hygrometer) are measured. The following calculations are then used to determine the 
density of the room air.
The equations for saturated vapor pressure, P, ( in. Hg), for the temperature range 
of 32 “ F to 392 “ F is:
P. = exp(— + C2 + (C3*T) + (C 4 * T ') + (C 5*T ') + (C6 *ln(T)))
T Eq. A.5
where T is the room temperature in degrees Rankin and the coefGcients Cl through C6  
were obtained from an interpolation done in “ Development of an Automated Throw 
Room andHVAC Component Acoustic Test System". The following is a list of these 
coefiScients:
Cl = -1.0440397E+04 
C2= -1.1294650E+01 
C3 = -2.7022355E-02 
C4= 1.2890360E-05 
C5= -2.478068 lE-09 
C6 = 6.545967
The partial vapor pressure, Pw (in. Hg), is calculated using the definition of relative 
humidity in terms of partial pressure P,.
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'-f Eq. A.6
where the relative humidity, H, is measured. The partial vapor pressure is the converted 
from ( in. Hg) to (psia) using the following conversion equation.
In H .G .]  =  C f* C g * C ,*  [psia] Eq. A.7
where Cf= 2.036 and Ct and Cg were calculated in equations A1.2 and A1.3.
The values are then converted to metric units to make later calculations simpler. 
The room air density in pbm/ft .̂] is:
^  Pm -0.378 *Pw 
”  R *(T + 273 .2 ) Eq.A.»
where the universal gas constant R is 1717 (ft^/(sec^*“R)), T is temperature ( deg F), and 
P«im is the atmospheric pressure ( psi).
Duct Air Density
The density of the air within the duct may be different than that of the room, 
therefore, it is calculated using the Perfect Gas Law. The following equation will give the 
air density, p%, at any location x. This equation is based on the room air density, p
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Oba/ft^), the pressure, P% ( psi), and the temperature, T% (deg F), at any location x. The 
assumption is made that the air moisture is the same in both the room and the duct.
.  T + 273.2 ^ Px + 1000*Pm 
^  ^  Tx+273.2 1000* Pm Eq. A9
Orifice Pressure Ratio
The following equation is the ratio between the absolute orifice exit pressure and 
the absolute approach pressure," :
a  = l - ( -------------  )
P i +  1000*  P m
where )Pic is the pressure difference on either side of the orifice ( psi).
Eq. A. 10
Expansion Factor
Because air is a compressible fluid, and the equations used to model the air flow 
are for an incompressible fluid, a correction factor must be used. The expansion factor, Y, 
is for this purpose. Various empirical equations exist for different flow measuring devices.
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The equations given below are suggested for the use o f an orifice plate. The chi ratio, %, is 
the ratio of the orifice static pressure differential to the absolute approach pressure. The 
equation for this is;
Z = l - a  Eq.A.11
The beta ratio is also needed to determine the expansion factor o f the orifice plate. The 
beta ratio is the ratio of the orifice diameter, do (ft), to duct diameter, Ds (ft).
—
Ds Eq. A 12
The expansion factor, Y, is then calculated using this equation:
Y = l-(0.41 + 0 .35*/f ) * ^
r  . Eq. A13
where the specific heat ratio for air is y= 1.402.
Reynolds Number and Discharge Coefficient
The following equations are used to calculate the Reynolds Number, Re, for the 
orifice plate and the discharge coefficient, C, of the orifice. To determine the Reynolds 
Number the dynamic viscosity, m%, is calculated using the following equation:
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m = (17.23+ 0.048 ♦Tx)*10-« Eq.A.14
where T% is the temperature ( deg R) within the duct at a location x. The Reynolds 
Number is then calculated using two equations. The first equation gives an approximate 
value which must be iterated with the discharge coefficient and another related Reynolds 
Number equation to determine a more accurate value for both. The general Reynolds 
Number equation for the system is:
nk Eq. A.15
where the velocity, V% ( ft/sec), inside the duct is an assumed value. The value is the 
placed in the following equation for an approximate discharge coefficient.
10*
C = 0.5959 + 0.0312 + 0.0029 * 0 ^ *  (— )°”
Re
-  0.1840*yS* ^ .0 0 3 9 0 -0.01584 
(l->9*) Eq. A. 16
where the taps are located D and D/2 from the orifice plate. The Reynolds Number is then 
calculated using this formula:




D i * m * V O ' ^ )  Eq.A17
where A equals the area of the orifice ( ft^). These two equations are iterated until the 
exact value for each is determined.
Flow Rate
The volumetric flow rate, Qi ( ftVsec), through the orifice is determined fi’om the
calculation of the mass flow rate, ■» ( Ibn/sec), through the orifice. The equation to 
determine the mass flow rate is:
m =
_ 1.414*C*A*Y*V/?i *APi .2
Eq.A.18
The volumetric flow rate is then calculated fi’om:
1 0 0 0 * mi
Qx =
^  Eq.A19
Air Velocity in Test Section
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The air velocity in the test section is found using the continuity equation. Since air 
is a compressible fluid, the air flow rate at the orifice may only be used as a reference to 
the rate at the test section. Equation 1.19 is used with reference to the test section instead 
of the orifice. This is then used to determine the test velocity. The equation for the test 
velocity is:
1000 * Ax . Eq. A.20
The following table shows all the symbols discussed in this appendix and provides 
the definitions and units for each.
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Table A.1: Symbols used in Appendix A
List of Symbols
Symbol Definition Units
Pitm Atmospheric Pressure in. Hg
Phir Barometric Pressure in. Hg
Pm Differential Pressure at Sea Level in. Hg
Ct Temoerature Correction Factor •
c . Correction for Gravitv «
T Temperature deg. F and deg. R
K Acceleration o f Gravitv ft/sec^
h Height above Sea Level ft.
P. Saturated Vaoor Pressure in. Hg and osi
Cl to C6 Regression Constants -
Pw Partial Vaoor Pressure in. Hg and osi
R Universal Gas Constant
D Room Air Densitv ib jfe
Dr Air Densitv at Location X IWA'
Tx Temoerature at Location X deg. F
Px Pressure at Location X Dsi
a Ratio of Abs. Aooroach Pressure -
AP,., Pressure Difference Across Orifice Dsi
P. Pressure in Front o f Orifice Plate DSÎ
Y Ratio of Aooroach Pressure to Diff. •
B Diameter Ratio -
do Orifice Diameter ft.
Dj Duct Diameter ft.
Y Expansion Factor •
Y Specific Heat Ratio for Air
m Dynamic Viscosity Ibf sec/ft^
Rer Reynolds Number at X -
Vx Velocity at X ft/min
m. Dynamic \fiscositv at X Ibf sec/ft^
C Discharge Coefficient -
A Orifice Cross-sectional Area ft'
D, Diameter before Orifice Plate ft
Di Density before Orifice Plate IhJfe
Ox Flow Rate at Location X ft /min
. A, , . Duct Cross-sectional Area at X ft'
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APPENDIX B
CALCULATIONS FOR THE COMPUTER 
PROGRAM AVERAGING OPTION
The Flow rate of the system was set at 3 different trial flow rates: 360, 650, 
and 5,850 cubic feet per minute. Once the system had been running at one of these 
rates for some time, the averaging button was pressed. Fifteen consecutive averages 
were obtained for the flow rate. On the following pages are tables for each of the flow 
rates.
The small errors associated with using the 10 measurements as an average 
shows that the computer program averaging option helps to minimize the effects of 
fluctuations in the measurements.
80
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Table B. I: Averages o f First Flow Rate
1 s t  Trial Flow Rate (approx. 360 cfm)
mean val std  dev % dev max val min val % error
360.8 9.2 2.5 370.0 351.6 0.4
356.6 7.1 2.0 363.7 349.5 0.8
358.9 7.8 2.2 366.7 351.1 0.2
362.2 9.2 2.5 371.4 353.0 0.7
357.8 6.5 1.8 364.3 351.3 0.5
368.1 8.1 2.2 376.2 360.0 2.4
366.8 6.7 1.8 373.5 360.1 2.0
356.1 8.6 2.4 364.7 347.5 1.0
350.0 6.0 1.7 356.0 344.0 2.7
365.9 8.6 2.4 374.5 357.3 1.8
357.7 10.1 2.8 367.8 347.6 0.5
356.4 6.8 1.9 363.2 349.6 0.9
359.9 8.9 2.5 368.8 351.0 0.1
361.4 7.8 2.2 369.2 353.6 0.5
354.4 6.8 1.9 361.2 347.6 1.4
avg. 359.5 7.9 2.2 367.4 351.7 1.1
Table B. 2: Averages o f  Second Flow Rate
2nd. Trial Flow Rate ( approx. 650 cfm.)
m ean val std  dev % dev max val min val % error
645.4 9 1.4 654.4 636.4 0.1
647.3 7.1 1.1 654.4 640.2 0.2
646.8 6.1 0.9 652.9 640.7 0.1
644.1 4.9 0.8 649.0 639.2 0.3
649.4 5.6 0.9 655.0 643.8 0.5
640.3 7.2 1.1 647.5 633.1 0.9
644.2 7 1.1 651.2 637.2 0.3
641.9 6.1 1.0 648.0 635.8 0.6
647.3 4.8 0.7 652.1 642.5 0.2
653.8 21.3 3.3 675.1 632.5 1.2
647.7 8.9 1.4 656.6 638.8 0.3
644.2 6.4 1.0 650.6 637.8 0.3
646.4 6 0.9 652.4 640.4 0.1
647.4 6.6 1.0 654.0 640.8 0.2
642.1 7.1 1.1 649.2 635.0 0.6
avg. 645.9 7.6 1.2 653.5 638.3 0.4
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Table B. 3: Averages of Third Flow Rate
3rd. Trial Flow Rate ( approx. 5850 cfm.)
mean val std dev % dev max val min val % error
5869.8 37.6 0.6 5907.4 5832.2 0.4
5861.4 41.4 0.7 5902.8 5820.0 0.3
5857.3 522 0.9 5909.5 5805.1 0.2
5825.3 31.8 0.5 5857.1 5793.5 0.3
5845.3 25.1 0.4 5870.4 5820.2 0.0
5864.9 29.7 0.5 5894.6 5835.2 0.3
5862.5 35.5 0.6 5898.0 5827.0 0.3
5843.4 23.8 0.4 5867.2 5819.6 0.0
5825.6 18.1 0.3 5343.7 5807.5 0.3
5831.2 262 0.4 5857.4 5805.0 0.2
5842.3 44.4 0.8 5886.7 5797.9 0.1
5843.6 37.9 0.6 5881.5 5805.7 0.0
5813.5 24.8 0.4 5838.3 5788.7 0.5
5841.2 41.7 0.7 5882.9 5799.5 0.1
5855.8 32.7 0.6 5888.5 5823.1 0.2
avg. 5845.5 33.5 0.6 5879.1 5812.0 0.2
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APPENDIX c  
VISUAL BASIC COMPUTER CODE FOR 
ORIFICE PLATE MEASUREMENT 
SYSTEM
The following is a complete listing of the computer code used by the orifice 
plate measurement system when taking the sensor data and performing all the 
calculations to achieve the desired results. Visual Basic, a computer language, allows 
the code to be converted to an executable file which in turn becomes a windows 
application.
FILE: STI.FRM
DESCRIPTION: Global declarations for this module. 
This 'form' first attempts to access 
the STI driver ' Adrive'. If found data 




Const maxChans = 8 
Const maxAins = 8
83
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Const maxAOuts = 2 
Const maxDins = 4 
Const maxDOuts = 4 
Const PlusSV = 0 
Const Plus 10 V = 1 
Const PlusMinusSV = 2 
Const FourToTwentymA = 8 
Const flashl2Modell = 513 
Const fIashl2Model2 = 577 
Const workMate = 641
' Global variables
"Room temperature 
Dim room temp As Single 
'factor for expansion coefficient 
Dim alpha As Single 
'Pressure Drop [inches W.C.)
Dim deltaj) As Single 
'Nozzle diameters [inches -> ft]
Dim nozz d(l To 20) As Single 
'Density at nozzle entry 
Dim rho_e As Single 
'Density of room air 
Dim rho As Single 
'Normal Temperature [F > R)
Dim db_temp As Single
Upstream pressure (gauge) [inches W.C.]
Dim up_gage_pr As Single
'Downstream pressure (gauge) [inches W.C.] = deltaj 
Dim dn_pr As Single 
"Relative humidity [fraction]
Dim humidity As Single
"Number of nozzles being used
Dim num_nozz As Single
"Correction coefficient for flow nozzle(s) * area(s)
Dim area_corr As Single
"Partial vapor pressure [psia -> inches Hg]
Dim p_par As Single 
"Atmospheric pressure [inches Hg]
Dim p atm As Single
"Vapor Saturation pressure [psia > inches Hg]
Dim p sat As Sin^e 
"Expansion correction factor 
Dim exp_factor As Single 
'Voltage for up_gage_pr [V]
Dim up_vol As Single 
"Voltage for dn__pr [V]
Dim dn_vol As Single 
Term for Flow rate 
Dim root_dp As Single
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'Volumetric flow rate [CFM]
Dim flow rate As Single 
'Density at test section 
Dim rho t As Single 
'Gage pressure at test section 
Dim tst_gage_pr As Single 
Temperature at test section 
Dim ts temp As Single 
Temperature correction 
Dim ct As Single 
'Gravity Correction 
Dim cg As Single 
"Height above sea level
"Pi
Const Pi = 3.141593!
Gas constant for air [(ft lbf)/(lbm R)]
Const R_air = 53.35!
Gain setting on thermocouple amp.
Const therm_gain = 100!
'Conversion from [psi] to [inches Hg]
Const cf = 2.036!
Saturation Pressure constants 
Const c l = -10440.4!
Const c2 = -11.29465!
Const c3 = -2.702235E-02!
Const c4 = 1.289036E-05!
Const c5 = -2.478068E-09!
Const c6 = 6.545967!
"Pressure transducer calibration constants (up/down-stream)
Const m_pres_up = 10! /  2.4!
Const b_pres_up = -2.5!
Const m_pres_dn = 5! / 2.4!
Const b_pres_dn = -1.25!
Thermocouple calibration constants 
"Const a_therm = 5.64997E-03!
"Const b_therm = 25.85498!
'Const c_therm = -.7181193!
Const d_therm = 6.675182E-02!
'Const e_therm = -1.196599E-02!
"From "Mechanical Measurements"
Const a_therm = 25.661297 
Const b_therm = -.61954869 
Const c_therm = .022181644 
Const d_therm = -.000355009
MtlMllllfltMtll
Dim Shared goFlag As Integer
Dim Shared hasAnalogOutputs As Integer
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Dim Shared hasAnaloglnputs As Integer 
Dim Shared Radians As Double
Dim Shared AnalogValues(0 To maxAins) As Single 
Dim Shared DigitaIValues(0 To maxChans) As Integer 
Dim Shared AnaiogOutputRanges(0 To maxAOuts) As Integer 
Dim Shared AnalogOutputValues(0 To maxAOuts) As Single
' External Declarations
Declare Function StiOpen Lib "StiCall DLL" 0 As Integer 
Declare Sub SüClose Lib "StiCall J)LL" 0
Declare Sub SetDigitalDatalnteger Lib "StiCall DLL" (ByVal Value As Integer, ByVal anayEIement 
As Integer)
Declare Sub SetDigitalDataLong Lib "StiCall.DLL" (ByVal Value As Long, ByVal arrayElement As 
Integer)
Declare Sub SetAnalogDataFloat Lib "StiCaU DLL" (ByVal Value As Single, ByVal arrayElement 
As Integer)
Declare Sub SetAnalogDatalnteger Lib "StiCall DLL" (ByVal Value As Integer, ByVal arrayElement 
As Integer)
Declare Sub GetAnalogData Lib "StiCall DLL" (baseAddress As Single, ByVal arrayLength As 
Integer)
Declare Sub GetDigitalData Lib "StiCall DLL" (baseAddress As Integer, ByVal arrayLength As 
Integer)
Declare Function StiCommand Lib "StiCall DLL" (ByVal cmd As String) As Integer 
Declare Function MaximumAnalogPoints Lib "StiCall DLL" Q As Integer
"Measure the temperature upstream of the nozzles
Sub AnalogView_Paint 0 
AnalogView.cis 
If goFlag = True Then
If hasAnaloglnputs = True Then 
i% = 0
"Convert to use with curve fit - check gain! 
vol! = AnalogValues(i%) * 1000! /  therm_gain 
vol2! = vol! * vol! 
vol3! = vol2! * vol! 
vol4! = vol3! * vol!
db_temp = a_therm * vol! + b_therm * vol2! + c therm * vol3! + d_therm * vol4! 
db temp = db_temp * 1.8! + 32 
AnalogView.Print Format$(db_temp, " ###.## F")
Else




Sub Command l_Click 0 
Call Jim Init
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End Sub
Sub Conunand2_Click 0 
End 
End Sub
OBJECT : :PROC: DataArea - DataArea_Paint
ARGUMENTS: <none>
DESCRIPTION: redraws the "Date*.
RETURN: <none>
Sub DateArea_Paint 0  
End Sub
MODULE::PROC: STI.FRM - Driverlnit
ARGUMENTS: <none>
DESCRIPTION: Calls the STI driver to find out if
(1 The driver is loaded.
(2 There is data acquisition hardware 
in the computer.
If these two conditions are met then the 
hardware is put into a known state:
( 1 Limit the number of analog inputs 
channels to 8.
(2 Analog inputs are set to 12-bit 
resolution and set to +|- Autorange.
(3 Analog outputs ranges are saved 
if analog outputs exist 








goFlag = False ' assume 'no go'
i% = StiOpenO
lfi% = -l Then
MsgBox "The driver is not installed"
Else
i% = StiCommand("n")
' Call the driver to get the hardware 
' setup with the 'n' command.
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Call GetDigitalData(DigitalValues(0), 8)
If Digital Values(2) = -1 Then 
MsgBox "Need to run ITND.EXE to initailize the driver"
Elself DigitalValues(0) = 0 And DigitalValues(2) = 0 Then 
MsgBox "Analog card not installed."
Elself Digital Values(0) o  0 And DigitalValues(6) = 0 Then 
MsgBox "CALIB.DAT file not correct or FINDÆXE was not run."
Elself Digital Values(0) > DigitalValues(6) Then 
MsgBox "Calibration numbers are not correct."
Else
If Digital Values(l) > 1 Then ' check for analog outputs
hasAnalogOutputs = True 
End If 
' Set up the analog inputs;-
If Digital Values(0) > 0 Then 
hasAnaloglnputs = True
Call SetDigitalDataInteger(maxAins, 0) 
i% = StiCommand("N")
' set the maximum number of analog 
' channels we will use for this example 
' with the ’N’ command.
' set the resolution of all the analog 
' channels with the 'a' command.
Call SetDigitalDataInteger(12,0) 
i% = StiConunand("a")
' set the range of all the analog 
' chaimels with the Y  command.
' +|- 5 volt range is common to 
' all STT cards.
' volt range for most cards. 
i% = StiConunand("B") ' Do the "B" command to find specifically
' what kind of card we are dealing with.
Call GetDigitalData(DigitalValues(0), 2)
If DigitalValues(l) = fiashl2Modell Then 
rangeCode% = 7 ' rangeCode = 7 will specify +|- 10 Volts
Elself DigitalValues(l) = flashl2Model2 Or DigitalValues(l) = woricMate Then 
rangeCode% = 8 ' rangeCode = 8 will specify + 1 - 5 Volts
Else
rangeCode% = 17 ’ rangeCode = 17 will specify +|- Autorange
End If





' Get the analog outputs ranges if they are there----------
’ get the ranges for the first two




' analog outputs channels. This inform- 
' ation is kept in the application to 
' compute analog output values as an
' eger value between 0 and 12-
' (see 'SetAnalogOutputs')
If hasAnalogOutputs = True Then 
i% = StiCommand("b")
Call GetDigitalData(AnalogOutputRanges(0), maxAOuts) 
End If
' Set up the digital lO data direction-----------------------------------------------------
' Channels 1 - 4 are inputs. Channels S - 8 are outputs
For i% = 0 To maxChans - 1 ' this code fragment sets
If i% < maxDins Then ' the data direction for the
Call SetDigitalDatalnteger(0, i%) ' digital I/Os 
Else ' O' is an input - 'T is an output
Call SetDigitalDatalntegerC 1, i%) ' Here chaimels 1 - 4 are set to 
End If ' inputs; chaimels 5 - 8 are set to
Next ' outputs
i% = StiCommandCS") ' 'S' command sets the data direction
' for digital I/O fiom the information 
' put into the 'Digital' array.
DigitalValues(4) = 1 
DigitalValues(5) = 0 
DigitalValues(6) = 1 
DigitalValues(7) = 0
goFlag = True
DigitalValues(0) = 0 
DigitalValues(l) = 0 
DigitalValues(2) = 0 
DigitalValues(3) = 0
Timer 1.Enabled = True 
End If 
End If




' things are kosher
' hardware set OK 
' StiOpen was OK
OBJECT::PROC:
ARGUMENTS:
ExitButton - Click 
<none>
DESCRIPTION: execute this when the user clicks the
'Exit' button. In this case it 'quits'
RETURN: <none>








These equations have been checked at leat 2 times
Sub Jim_Init 0
Dim p_sea As Single
Dim th As Single
Dim hgt As Single
Dim tmpl, tmp2, cgtmp As Single
"Execute the following to update variables
'Get Room Temp [C] / convert to [R]
roomjemp = (Val(Textl3.Text) ♦ 1.8! + 32) + 459.7!
Temperature correction equation for pjatm and p_par 
tmpl = (roomjemp - 521.7!) ♦ .0000102! 
tmp2 = (roomjemp - 491.7!) • .000101! 
ct = (l! +tmpT) / (I!  + tmp2)
Gravity correction for p atm and p j>ar 
th = 32.6! * P i /180# 
cgtmp = 980.616! / 980.665!
eg = cgtmp * (1! - .0026373! • Cos(2! * th) + .0000059! * Cos(2! * th) 2)
'Sea level correction for p atm (h = ft. above sea) 
hgt =2000!
p_sea = 29.921! * (I! - (1! - (.3048! * hgt * .0065! / 288.16!)) 5.2561!)
'Sum together the Nozzle coeficients * Areas 
area_corr = Sum_ACQ 
'Get Atmospheric Pressure from barometer 
p_atm = a  * eg * Val(Textll.Text) + p_sea 
'Saturation Pressure [psi]
p_sat = Exp((cl /  roomjemp) + c2 + c3 • roomjemp + c4 * roomjemp 2 + c5 * roomjemp 
3 + c6 * Log(roomjemp))
'Partial Pressure (psi] / convert to [inches Hg] 
p jar = humidity * p sat 
pj)ar = pjjar * cf * ct * eg 
'Room air density
rho = 70.731 * (p atm - .378! • pjar) / (R air * roomjemp)
'Density at nozzle inlet
rho_e = (rho * (up_gagej)r + 13.63! * p_atm) * room temp) / ((13.63! * p_atm) * (db temp + 
459.7!))
'Densit)’ at test unit entrance
'rhoj = (rho * (ts_gagej)r + 13.63 • p_aim) * roomjemp) / ((13.63 * p_atm) * (ts_temp + 
459.7))
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' This has been cheacked
Function Nozz C (re As Single) As Single
Select Case re
Case Is <= 18137 
NozzC = .952 
Case Is <= 24021 
NozzC = .957 
Case Is <= 32758 
Nozz C = .962 
Case Is <= 46482 
Nozz_C = .967 
Case Is <= 69738 
NozzC = .972 
Case Is <= 113620 
NozzC = .976 
Case Is <=211428 
Nozz_C = .9815 
Case Is <= 631966 
NozzC = .99 
Case Else 
NozzC = .993 
End Select
End Function
"Measure the pressure drop across the nozzles [inches W.C.]
Sub Picture I Paint 0 
Picture 1.(fis 
If goFlag = True Then
If hasAnaloglnputs = True Then 
i%= 1
dn_vol = AnalogValues(i%) 
dn_pr = dn_vol * m_pres_dn + b_pres_dn 
"Remove the second decimal place 
'temp! = Int(Abs(dn_pr) * 10)
'dn_pr = temp! /10
Picturel.Print Format$(dn_pr, "#0.## \[in.W.C.\]")
Else
Picturel.Print " A.I. Not Installed"
End If




'Measure the up-stream pressure [inches W.C.]
Sub Picture2_Paint 0  
Picture2.CIs 
If goFlag = True Then
If hasAnaloglnputs = True Then 
i% = 2
up_vol = AnalogValues(i%)
up_gage_pr = up vol * m_pres_dn + b_pres_dn
'Remove the second decimal place
'temp! = Int(Abs(up_gage_pr) * 10)
'up_gage_pr = temp! /10
Pictine2.Print Format$(up_gage_pr, "#0.## \[in.W.C.\]") 
Else




"Measure the relative humidity in volts->percent
Sub Picture3_Paint 0  
PictureS.Cls 
If goFlag = True Then
If hasAnaloglnputs = True Then 
i% = 3
humidity = AnalogValues(i%)
Picture3.Print FormatS(humidity * 100!, " ###.#\% ") 
Else





Get global data from "jiminit" when the form loads and when 
the update button is pressed
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'Pressure drop across nozzle [inches W.C.]
delta_p = dn_pr
Definition for expansion factor
alpha = I# - ((5.187 * delta_p) / (rho_e * R_air * (db temp + 459.7)))
"Expansion Factor
exp_factor = .452 + .548 * alpha
"Definition for flow_rate
rootdp = Sqr(delta_j) /  rho_e)
"Volumetric Flow Rate at nozzle entrance [CFM] 
flow_rate = 10961 * area_corr * exp factor * root_dp 
"Volumeteric flow rate at test unit [CFM] 
flowrate = flow_rate * (rho_e / rhot)
"Print value of flow rate in Picturc4 window 
Picture4.Print Format$(flow_rate, "###0.# CFM")
End Sub
" This has been checked







Reynolds = 1363000! * d_n! * Sqr((delta_p * rho_e))
End Function
MODULE::PROC; STI.FRM - SetAnalogOutputs 
ARGUMENTS: <none>
DESCRIPTION: Writes values to analog output chaimels
1 - 2 .
The output of channel I will be a sine wave 
incremented by 1/30 of revolutioiL 
The outputs of channel 2 will be a the cosine 
equivalent. Both sine and cosine will be expressed 
over the full range of the output.
RETURN: <none>
Sub SetAnalogOutputs ()
If hasAnalogOutputs = True Then
' first get the raw values 
" for the two channels
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Radians = Radians + .209439 ' 2pi / 30
AnalogOutputValues(0) = Sin(Radians)
AnalogOutputValues(l) = Cos(Radians)
For i% = 0 To maxAOuts - l
' next scale and offset the raw 
' values so thqr fill up the analog 
' outputs range for that channel.




AnalogOutputValues(i%) = (AnalogOutputValues(i%) + 1) * 2.5 
Case Plus 10 V
AnalogOutputValues(i%) = (AnalogOutputValues(i%) + 1) ♦ 5 
Case PlusMinus5V 
AnalogOutputValues(i%) = AnalogOutputValues(i%) * 5 
Case FourToTwentymA 
AnalogOutputValues(i%) = (AnalogOutputValues(i%) + 1) ♦ 8 + 4 
End Select
' call 'SetScale' which converts the 
' raw floating point value to an integer 
' value between 0 and 4095 based on the 
' chaimels range, 
scaleValue% = SetScale(i%, AnalogOutputValues(i%))
' last set the arrays and send the command 
' to the driver.
Call SetDigitalDataInteger(i% + 1,0)





MODULE: :PROC: STI.FRM - SetDigitalOutputs
ARGUMENTS: <none>
DESCRIPTION: Sets up the DigitalValues’ array to set
the outputs values of digital channels 4-8 .
This example oscillates them every cycle.
This uses the Sti driver’s O' (capital O) to 
set digital outputs.
RETURN: <none>
Sub SetDigitalOutputs 0  
For i% = maxDins To maxChans -1 
If Digital Values(i%) = 0 Then 
DigitalValues(i%) = 1 
Else
DigitalValues(i%) = 0







MODULExPROC: STI.FRM - SetScale
ARGUMENTS: integer channel - the channel number to set the
value to. The value of this variable 
will be the actual channel number 
minus I to address the correct array 
index.
Single value - the value which will be converted 
to a scale value
DESCRIPTION: Based on the channels 'range' this function
creates a 'scale' value to be sent to driver 
to set the analog output
RETURN: the 12-bit scale value
Function SetScale (ByVal chaimel As Integer, ByVal Value As Single) As Integer 
SetScale = 0 ' assume 0
hilimit! = fact! = 0 
If hasAnalogOutputs = True Then
Select Case AnalogOutputRanges(chaimel)
Case Plus5V
hilimit! = 5 
fact! = 819.2 
Case Plus 10 V
hilimit! = 10 
fact! = 409.6 
Case PlusMinus5V
Value = Value + 5 
hijimit! = 10 
fact! = 409.6 
Case FourToTwentymA 
Value = Value - 4 
hilimit! = 16 
fact! = 256 
End Select
If hi limit! o  0 And fact! o  0 Then 
If Value! >= hijimit! Then 
SetScale = 4095 
Elself Value! > 0 Then
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' This has been checked
Function Sum AC Q As Single
'Get nozzle diameters 
num_nozz = Val(Textl2.Text) 
nozzd(l) = Val(Textl.Text) 
nozz d(2) = Val(Text2.Text) 




For i = 1 To num nozz
'Convert nozzle diameter to feet 
n_d! = nozz_d(i) /  12! 
area! = (P i/4!) * n_d! '' 2 
nc! = Nozz_C(Reynolds(n_d!)) 
















Timer - Timer 
<none>
DESCRIPTION: Does the data acquisition and updates the
display area.
RETURN: <none>
Sub Timerl_Timer 0 
If goFIag = True Then
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Update temperature window 
ArtalogViewRefresh 
Update pressure drop window 
Picture IJlefresh
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APPENDIX D
RAW DATA FROM ORIFICE PLATE 
MEASUREMENT SYSTEM 
CALIBRATION
Below are the measured velocity pressures from the pitot-static tube traverse 
(in. W.G.) at various flow rates, which were set by the orifice plate measurement 
system. The first two tables are for the 8 ” orifice plate. Because the pressure was 
read with a micro-manometer, the final pressure is doubled.
Table D. 1: Raw Data of 6 " Duct and 8 " Orifice
Pitot Tube Measurements for 6” Duct and 8” Orifice (in. W.G.)
196.25 cfin 294.375 cfin 392.5 cfin 588.75 cfin
A B C A B C A B C A B C
.015 .016 .019 .047 .044 .046 .086 .081 .088 .181 .199 .198
.022 .023 .023 .051 .049 .051 .09 .095 .088 .217 .211 .217
.023 .022 .023 .052 .051 .052 .097 .095 .096 .216 .216 .211
.022 .023 .025 .052 .049 .052 .093 .096 .089 .217 .214 .217
.022 .022 .023 .052 .051 .052 .09 .096 .089 .214 .215 .212
.023 .023 .022 .046 .048 .046 .089 .086 .088 .205 .213 .191
.012 .013 .015 .033 .021 .03 .06 .043 .051 .141 .131 .153
.012 .013 .015 .033 .021 .03 .06 .043 .051 .141 .131 .153
Avg. .02 .02 .021 .048 .045 .047 .086 .085 .084 .199 .200 .200
Pres. .041 .093 .170 .399
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Table D. 2; Raw Data of 8 ” Duct and 8 ” Orifice
Pitot Tube Measurements for 8” Duct and 8” Orifice (in. W.G.)
352.39 cfin 528.58 din 704.77 cfin 1057.16 din
A B C A B C A B C A B C
.024 .023 .026 .061 .061 .061 .104 .105 .077 .228 .246 .238
.022 .021 .027 .06 .061 .064 .109 .107 .106 .233 .234 .231
.024 .021 .027 .061 .061 .062 .104 .101 .101 .241 .228 .235
.024 .024 .027 .065 .062 .061 .106 .099 .105 .235 .223 .223
.02 .024 .022 .058 .067 .059 .102 .1 .103 .224 .227 .188
.023 .019 .019 .044 .044 .059 .077 .085 .077 .233 .185 .19
.02 .024 .022 L̂ 044 .044 .05 .102 .1 .103 .224 .227 .188
.023 .019 .019 .058 .058 .05 .077 .085 .077 .233 .185 .19
Avg. .023 .022 .024 .056 .057 .058 .098 .098 .094 .231 .219 .210
Pres. .045 .115 .193 .441
The second set of tables is the raw data for the 16” calibration. Three duct 
sizes were used because of the large range of flow velocities the system will be using.
Table D. 3: Raw Data of 8 ” Duct and 16” Orifice
Pitot Tube Measurements for 8” Duct and 16” Orifice (in. W.G.)
352.39 cfin 528.58 cfin 704.77 cfin 1057.16 din
A B C A B C A B C A B C
.05 .057 .05 111 .12 .113 .188 .199 .187 .446 .446 .401
.051 .055 .053 .12 .129 .124 .201 .207 .175 .449 .449 .441
.056 .045 .053 .113 .102 .119 .198 .174 .182 .501 .381 .395
.046 .038 .047 .099 .095 .102 .179 .157 .17 .427 .339 .379
.031 .033 .041 .101 .085 .097 .165 .146 .156 .42 .319 .378
.031 .03 .031 .074 .075 .078 .158 .11 .106 .313 .275 .281
.031 .03 .031 .074 .075 .078 .158 .11 .106 .313 .275 .281
.031 .033 .041 .101 .085 .097 .165 .146 .156 .42 .319 .378
Avg. .041 .04 .043 .099 .096 .101 .177 .156 .155 .411 .350 .367
Pres. .083 .197 .325 .752
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Pitot Tube Measurements for 14” Duct and 16” Orifice (in. W.G.)
700 cfin 1055 cfin 2000 cfin 3000 cfin
A B C A B C A B C A B C
.022 .02 .021 .045 .045 .047 .141 .156 .152 .345 .333 .327
.023 .02 .023 .045 .045 .046 .156 .159 .155 .351 .348 .331
.024 .024 .023 .047 .049 .047 .16 .161 .161 .358 .358 .347
.021 .024 .021 .046 .05 .05 .16 .161 .161 .344 .359 .354
.022 .021 .021 .047 .049 .047 .147 .16 .153 .335 .335 .33
.021 .02 .019 .043 .038 .041 .142 .141 .152 .335 .315 .31
.021 .02 .019 .043 .038 .041 .142 .141 .152 .344 .315 .31
.022 .021 .021 .047 .049 .047 .147 .16 .153 .339 .335 .33
Avg. .022 .021 .021 .045 .045 .046 .149 .155 .155 .344 .337 .330
Pres. .043 .091 .306 .674
Table D. 5: Raw Data for 20" Duct and 16" Orifice
Pitot Tube Measurements for 20” Duct and 16” Orifice (in. W.G.)
2000 cfin 3000 cfin 6100 cfin 8000 cfin
A B C A B C A B C A B C
.034 .039 .036 .081 .081 .08 .325 .324 .333 .55 .52 .516
.039 .038 .036 .085 .086 .082 .346 .348 .35 .588 .576 .56
.042 .039 .039 .086 .087 .087 .352 .354 .356 .598 .591 .58
.041 .041 .041 .09 .086 .091 .355 .354 .351 .597 .598 .6
.04 .04 .04 .087 .088 .086 .355 .355 .356 .595 .592 .588
.038 .039 .04 .088 .088 .085 .35 .349 .352 .606 .603 .6
.037 .038 .038 .081 .089 .085 .342 .333 .338 .564 .575 .577
.033 .038 .034 .078 .085 .079 .326 .311 .31 .548 .546 .529
Avg. .038 .039 .038 .085 .086 .084 .344 .341 .343 .581 .575 .569
Pres. .077 .170 .685 1.15
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APPENDIX E
PLOTS OF ORIFICE PLATE SYSTEM 
VERSUS PITOT-STATIC TUBE 
TRAVERSE
The graphs on the following pages show the relation of the orifice plate 
measurement system to the pitot-static tube traverse. The first graph is a plot of the 
comparison of flow rate when the 8 ” orifice plate is used.
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-6" duct 
-8" duct
Orifice Flow Rates [cfin]
Figure E. 1 ; 8 " Orifice Flow vs. Pitot
The second graph relays the same information, only, it uses the 16" orifice 
plate to measure the flow in the system.
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Orifice Flow Rate (cfm)
Figure E. 2: 16" Orifice vs. Pitot
These graphs were later used in the formation of the calibration curves shown 
in the main body of the thesis.
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APPENDIX F
FRICTIONAL LOSSES IN TEST SECTION
The following tables show the fiictional losses measured in the test sections per 
unit length ( 1 foot). The data from these tables were transformed to a loss per 100 
feet of material to perform the regression analyses.
Table F. 1 : Raw Data for SuperDuct Material
SuperDuct Material (in. W.G.)
Duct Size 8”x8” 12”xl2” 16”xl6” 20”x20”
Test Length ( ft.) 16.67 25 33.3 41.67
Velocity (ft/min)
500 0.0010 0.0006 0.0001 0.0003
1000 0.0029 0.0021 0.0009 0.0009
1500 0.0061 0.0043 0.0021 0.0021
2000 0.0112 0.0076 0.0043 0.0037
2500 0.0179 0.0119 0.0064 0.0058
3000 0.0272 0.0174 0.0098 0.0085
4000 0.0418 0.0308 0.0189 0.0119(3600)
5000 0.0734 0.0482 - -
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Micro-Aire Material (in. W.G.)
Duct Size 8”x8” 12”xl2” 16”xl6” 20”x20”
Test Length ( ft) 16.67 25 33.3 41.67
Velocity (ft/min)
500 0.0017 0.0009 0.0003 0.0003
1000 0.0055 0.0021 0.0015 0.0012
1500 0.0122 0.0046 0.0027 0.0024
2000 0.0203 0.0082 0.0058 0.0043
2500 0.0302 0.0137 0.0082 0.0070
3000 0.0403 0.0192 0.0116 0.0101
4000 0.0828 0.0341 0.0195 0.0143 (3600)
5000 - 0.0521 - -
Table F. 3; Raw Data for Permacote Material
Permacote Material (in. W.G.)
8”x8” 12”xl2” 16”xl6” 20”x20”
Test Length ( ft.) 16.67 25 33.3 41.67
Velocity (ft/min)
500 0.0007 0.0006 0.0003 0.0003
1000 0.0019 0.0012 0.0009 0.0006
1500 0.0038 0.0024 0.0018 0.0015
2000 0.0065 0.0043 0.0024 0.0024
2500 0.0105 0.0064 0.0043 0.0040
3000 0.0137 0.0091 0.0061 0.0055
4000 0.0286 0.0155 0.0113 0.0073 (3600)
5000 0.0357 0.0238 - -
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Table F. 4; Raw Data for Spiracoustic and Spiracoustic Plus Material
Spiracoustic and Spiracoustic Plus Material (in. W.G.)
Duct Diameter 6” dia. 12” dia. 18” dia.
Test Length ( ft.) 12.5 25 37.5
Velocity (ft/min)
500 0.0010 0.0004 0.0003
1000 0.0034 0.0012 0.0012
1500 0.0062 0.0025 0.0024
2000 0.0106 0.0056 0.0043
2500 0.0151 0.0082 0.0065
3000 0.0225 0.0128 0.0092
4000 0.0362 0.0252 0.0172
5000 0.0556 0.0386 0.0189 (4350)
Table F. 5: Raw Data for United McGill K-27
United McGill K-27 Material (in. W.G.)
Duct Diameter 6” dia. 12” dia. 18” dia.
Test Length ( ft.) 12.5 25 37.5
Velocity (ft/min)
500 0.0013 0.0012 0.0003
1000 0.0042 0.0021 0.0011
1500 0.0077 0.0040 0.0020
2000 0.0134 0.0061 0.0036
2500 0.0191 0.0101 0.0055
3000 0.0278 0.0128 0.0077
4000 0.0447 0.0232 0.0136
5000 0.0684 0.0284 0.0160 (4350)
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APPENDIX G 
PLOTS OF b COEFFICIENTS
The following graphs show the b coefiBcients for each diameter size of each 
material. The plot also shows the fit of the regression analysis of the b coefficients in 
order to formulate an equation as a function of both diameter and velocity for each 
material.
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Figure G.l; Regression of SuperDuct b Coefficient
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Figure G.2: b Coefficient for Micro-Aire Material
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Fig^re G.3; b Coefficient for Permacote Material
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Figure G.5: b Coefficient for United McGill K-27 Material
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APPENDIX H 
DATA FOR FINAL PLOTS
The data points, used in the creation of the final plots, are calculated using the 
regression equations developed in this thesis. The following tables contain the data 
used to create the final plots.
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Table H. 1: SuperDuct Material Data
113
Friction Chart Data for SuperDuct Material (in. W.G. per 100 ft.)
cfin 2 0 0 500 1 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 5000 1 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 50000 1 0 0 0 0 0
dia.
8 .058 .362 1.448 5.792 36.19 144.8 579.18 3619.9 14479
9 032 .198 .793 3.172 19.82 79.29 317.16 1982.3 7929
1 0 .019 .118 .472 1 . 8 8 6 11.79 47.16 188.65 1179.1 4716.2
1 1 0 1 2 .073 0.294 1.175 7.347 29.38 117.55 734.68 4716.2
1 2 .008 .047 0.189 0.757 4.729 18.91 75.67 472.9 1891.8
13 .005 .031 0.125 .5 3.125 12.49 49.99 312.46 1249.83
14 003 . 0 2 1 0.084 .338 2 . 1 1 8.442 33.767 211.05 844.19
15 0 0 2 .015 0.058 .233 1.454 5.814 23.258 145.36 581.44
16 . 0 0 2 . 0 1 0.041 .163 1.019 4.076 16.303 101.89 407.56
18 . 0 0 1 .005 0 . 0 2 1 .084 .525 2.098 8.392 52.451 209.806
2 0 0 .003 Oil .046 .285 1.14 4.561 28.506 114.023
2 2 0 0 0 2 .006 .026 .162 .649 2.597 16.232 64.928
24 0 . 0 0 1 .004 .015 .096 .385 1.54 9.626 38.505
26 0 . 0 0 1 . 0 0 2 .009 059 .237 .947 5.916 23.663
28 0 0 0 0 2 .006 .038 .15 . 6 3.752 15.006
30 0 0 . 0 0 1 004 .024 .098 .391 2.447 9.786
32 0 0 . 0 0 1 003 .016 .065 262 1.636 6.543
36 0 0 0 . 0 0 1 .008 031 .125 .78 3.12
40 0 0 0 . 0 0 1 .004 .016 064 .4 1.601
44 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 2 .009 035 218 0.872
48 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 1 005 . 0 2 .125 0.5
52 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 1 .003 . 0 1 2 .074 0.298
56 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 .007 .046 0.186
60 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 005 .03 0.119
64 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 .003 . 0 2 0.079
6 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 2 .013 0.053
72 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 1 009 0.037
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Table H. 2: Micro-Aire Material Data
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Friction Chart Data for NCcro-Aire Material ( in. W.G. per 100 ft.)
cfm 2 0 0 500 1 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 5000 1 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 50000 1 0 0 0 0 0
dia.
8 .098 .61 2.441 9.763 61.02 244.1 976.29 6101 24407
9 .047 .293 1.171 4.685 29.30 117.1 468.47 2927 11711
1 0 .025 .154 615 2.46 15.38 61.51 246.02 1537 6150
1 1 .014 .087 .347 1.387 8.672 34.68 138.75 867.2 3468
1 2 .008 .052 .207 .829 5.181 20.72 82.89 518 2072
13 .005 .032 .13 .519 3.246 12.9a 51.94 324 1298
14 .003 . 0 2 1 .085 .339 2.116 8.465 33.86 2 1 1 . 6 846.5
15 . 0 0 2 .014 .057 .228 1.427 5.709 22.84 142.7 570.9
16 . 0 0 2 . 0 1 .04 .159 .991 3.964 15.86 99.1 396.4
18 . 0 0 1 .005 . 0 2 1 .082 .514 2.054 8.218 51.36 205.4
2 0 0 .003 0 1 2 .046 288 1.152 4.606 28.79 115.2
2 2 0 . 0 0 2 .007 .027 172 687 2.748 17.173 68.7
24 0 . 0 0 1 .004 .017 .108 .431 .1724. 10.774 43.1
26 0 . 0 0 1 .003 Oil .07 282 1.128 7.048 28 2
28 0 0 . 0 0 2 .008 .048 .191 .764 4.775 19.102
30 0 0 . 0 0 1 005 .033 .133 .533 3.334 13.335
32 0 0 . 0 0 1 .004 .024 .096 .382 2.388 9.553
36 0 0 . 0 0 1 . 0 0 2 .013 .052 .209 1.307 5.228
40 0 0 0 . 0 0 1 .008 031 .123 .767 3.069
44 0 0 0 . 0 0 1 .005 019 .076 .476 1.905
48 0 0 0 0 .003 . 0 1 2 .049 .309 1.237
52 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 2 .008 .033 .208 .833
56 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 1 .006 .023 .145 .581
60 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 1 .004 .017 .104 .416
64 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 1 .003 . 0 1 2 .076 304
6 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 2 .009 .057 .227
72 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 2 .007 .043 .173
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Table H. 3: Permacote Material Data
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Friction Chart Data for Permacote Material ( in. W.G. per 100 ft.)
cfm 2 0 0 500 1 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 5000 1 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 50000 1 0 0 0 0 0
dia.
8 .03 .189 .758 3.031 18.95 75.8 303 1894 7578
9 .017 .104 .415 1.662 10.39 41.5 166 1038 4154
1 0 . 0 1 .061 .243 .97 6.065 24.3 97 606 2426
1 1 .006 .037 .149 .597 3.729 14.91 59.7 372 1491
1 2 .004 .024 .096 .383 2.39 9.565 38.3 239 956
13 .003 .016 .064 .254 1.589 6.357 25.4 158 635
14 . 0 0 2 . 0 1 1 .044 .174 1.089 4.355 17.419 108 435
15 0 0 1 008 .031 . 1 2 2 .766 3.062 12.248 76.6 306
16 . 0 0 1 .006 . 0 2 2 .088 .551 2.203 8.81 55.1 2 2 0
18 0 .003 . 0 1 2 .048 .302 1.207 4.829 30.18 1 2 0
2 0 0 . 0 0 2 .007 .028 .176 .705 2.82 17.63 70.5
2 2 0 . 0 0 1 004 .017 .108 .433 1.734 10.84 43.3
24 0 . 0 0 1 003 Oil .069 .278 1 . 1 1 2 6.95 27.8
26 0 0 . 0 0 2 .007 .046 .185 .739 4.619 18.48
28 0 0 . 0 0 1 .005 .032 .127 .506 3.164 12.656
30 0 0 . 0 0 1 .004 . 0 2 2 .089 .356 2.225 8.899
32 0 0 . 0 0 1 .003 .016 .064 .256 1 . 6 6.401
36 0 0 0 . 0 0 1 .009 .035 .14 .877 3.509
40 0 0 0 . 0 0 1 .005 . 0 2 .082 .512 2.049
44 0 0 0 . 0 0 1 .003 .013 .05 , .315 1.26
48 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 2 .008 .032 . 2 0 2 808
52 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 1 .005 . 0 2 1 .134 .536
56 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 1 .004 .015 .092 368
60 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 1 .003 . 0 1 065 .259
64 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 2 .007 .047 186
6 8 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 1 .005 .034 .137
72 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 1 .004 .025 . 1 0 2
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Table H. 4: Spiracoustic Material Data
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Friction Chart Data for Spiracoustic Material (in. W.G. per 100 ft.)
cfm I  2 0 0 1 500 1000 1 2000 1 5000 10000 1 20000 1 50000 1 100000
dia.
6 .229 1.432 5.729 22.91 143 572 2291 14322 57291
8 .06 377 1.509 6.037 37.8 150 603 3773 15093
1 0 . 0 2 1 .132 .53 2.119 13.24 53.0 2 1 1 1324 5296
1 1 .013 .084 .337 1.349 8.433 33.7 134 843 3373
1 2 .009 .056 .223 .892 5.574 22.3 89.2 557 2229
13 .006 .038 .152 608 3.802 15.2 60.8 380 1520
14 .004 .027 .106 .426 2.662 10.65 42.6 266 1064
15 .003 .019 .076 .305 1.908 7.632 30.5 190 763
16 . 0 0 2 .014 .056 .223 1.395 5.58 22.3 139 558
18 0 0 1 .008 .031 126 .785 3.139 12.556 78.5 313
2 0 . 0 0 1 .005 .019 .075 .467 1 . 8 6 8 7.471 46.7 186
2 2 0 .003 . 0 1 2 .047 291 1.163 4.652 29.1 116
24 0 . 0 0 2 .008 .03 .188 .752 3.008 18.8 75.2
26 0 . 0 0 1 .005 . 0 2 125 .502 2.008 12.549 50.2
28 0 . 0 0 1 .003 014 .086 .344 1.377 8.605 34.4
30 0 . 0 0 1 0 0 2 . 0 1 .06 .242 .967 6.041 24.2
32 0 0 . 0 0 2 007 .043 .173 .692 4.328 17.3
36 0 0 . 0 0 1 .004 .023 .094 .374 2.34 9.359
40 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 2 .013 .054 214 1.34 5.358
44 0 0 0 . 0 0 1 .008 .032 .129 .804 3.215
48 0 0 0 . 0 0 1 .005 . 0 2 .08 .501 2.005
52 0 0 0 . 0 0 1 .003 013 .052 .323 1.293
56 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 2 .009 .034 215 858
60 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 1 006 .023 .146 .584
64 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 1 .004 .016 1 0 2 .406
6 8 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 1 .003 0 1 2 072 .289
72 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 1 . 0 0 2 .008 . 052 .209
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Table H. 5; United McGill K-27 Material Data
Friction Chart Data for United McGill K-27 Material (in. W.G. per 100 ft.)
cfm 2 0 0 500 1 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 5000 1 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 50000 1 0 0 0 0 0
dia.
6 .28 1.751 7.004 28.0 175 700 2801 17509 70039
8 .064 .403 1.612 6.449 40.3 161 644 4030 16123
1 0 . 0 2 1 .129 .514 2.057 12.85 51.4 205 1285 5141
1 1 .013 .079 .315 1.261 7.881 31.5 126 788 3152
1 2 .008 .05 . 2 0 2 .806 5.039 2 0 . 2 80.6 503 2015
13 .005 .033 .133 .534 3.337 13.35 53.4 333 1334
14 .004 .023 .091 .364 2.278 9.112 36.4 227 911
15 .003 .016 .064 .255 1.596 6.383 25.5 159 638
16 . 0 0 2 Oil .046 .183 1.143 4.573 18.291 114 457
18 . 0 0 1 .006 .025 .099 .621 2.486 9.943 62.1 248
2 0 . 0 0 1 .004 .014 .058 .36 1.439 5.756 36.0 143
2 2 0 0 0 2 .009 .035 .219 .877 3.507 21.9 87.7
24 0 . 0 0 1 .006 . 0 2 2 .139 .557 2.229 13.9 55.7
26 0 . 0 0 1 .004 .015 .092 .367 1.467 9.171 36.7
28 0 . 0 0 1 0 0 2 . 0 1 .062 249 .996 6.223 24.9
30 0 0 0 0 2 .007 .043 .173 .693 4.334 17.34
32 0 0 . 0 0 1 .005 .031 .124 .494 3.088 12.35
36 0 0 . 0 0 1 .003 .017 .066 .266 1 . 6 6 6.642
40 0 0 0 . 0 0 2 . 0 1 .038 .152 .951 3.805
44 0 0 0 . 0 0 1 .006 .023 .092 .574 2.294
48 0 0 0 0 0 1 .004 .014 .058 .361 1.443
52 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 2 .009 .038 .235 .941
56 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 2 .006 .025 .158 .632
60 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 1 .004 .017 .109 .436
64 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 1 003 . 0 1 2 .077 .308
6 8 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 1 . 0 0 2 .009 .055 . 2 2 2
72 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 2 .006 .041 .162
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